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The **ALPHA SEVENTY** is handsome *on the outside* ... but to a performance lover - a connoisseur of superb quality - the real *functional beauty if inside.*

The **ALPHA SEVENTY** speaks *performance* ... continuous high power capability - cool, quiet operation - versatility and convenience.

The **ALPHA SEVENTY** is seventy pounds of Siletron® powered, vapor-cooled *muscle* ... free of excess bulk, weight, and noise. Write for details of *THE ULTIMATE* in linear amplifiers. Or see your dealer. $1595.

**EHRHORN TECHNOLOGICAL OPERATIONS, INC.**
**BROOKSVILLE, FLORIDA 33512**
(904) 796-8400
IF YOU'VE EVER USED A REPEATER,

If you haven't already received a copy of our NEW 1970 Catalog of Precision Quartz Crystals & Electronics for the Communications Industry, SEND FOR YOUR COPY TODAY!

Somewhere along the line, in virtually every ham repeater in the world, you'll find a couple of Sentry crystals.

Repeater owners and FM "old-timers" don't take chances with frequency—they can't afford to. A lot of repeater users depend on a receiver to be on frequency, rock stable...in the dead of winter or the middle of July. The repeater crowd took a tip from the commercial "pros" a long time ago—and went the Sentry Route.

That's one of the reasons you can depend on your local repeater to be there (precisely there) when you're ready to use it. FM'ers use the repeater output as a frequency standard. And for accuracy, crystals by Sentry are THE standard.

IF YOU WANT THE BEST, SPECIFY SENTRY CRYSTALS.

"Ask the Hams and Pros Who Build Repeaters!"

SENTRY MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Crystal Park, Chickasha, Oklahoma 73018
PHONE: (405) 224-6780
TWX-910-830-6425
The only difference between the new Heathkit® Frequency Counter and those costing $400...is the price $199.95*

Compare performance & features of the IB-101 to counters selling for twice the price! Counts from 1 Hz to over 15 MHz; advanced IC design eliminates blinking readout and divider chain adjustment.

8-digit capability. Set the range switch to kHz and read to the nearest kHz...push the range switch to Hz and read down to the last Hz. Overrange & Hz/kHz indicators light up to give correct range at all times; do an 8-digit measurement with 5-digit readout.

Exclusive Heath-designed input circuit. Dual gate, diode-protected MOSFET design provides proper triggering without adjustment from less than 100 mV to over 200 V. Input 2 is 1 megohm shunted by less than 20 pF to minimize circuit loading & error.

Other features include sockets for all 26 IC's and 5 display tubes...double-sided, plated-thru fiberglass circuit board...120/240 VAC operation...convenient handle/tilt-stand. Compare the new Heathkit IB-101 to the $400 models...and discover that $199.95 buys more counter.

Kit IB-101, 7 lbs. .................. $199.95*

IB-101 SPECIFICATIONS: Frequency Range: 1 Hz to greater than 15 MHz. Accuracy: ±1 count + time base stability. Gate Times: 1 millisecond or 1 second with automatic reset. INPUT CHARACTERISTICS—Sensitivity: 1 Hz to 1 MHz, less than 100 mV rms. 1 MHz to 15 MHz, less than 250 mV rms, after 30 minutes warmup. Trigger Level: Automatic. Impedance: 1 Megohm shunted by less than 20 pF. Maximum Input: 200 V rms, DC—1 kHz. Derate at 48 V per frequency decade. TIME BASE: Frequency: 1 MHz, crystal controlled. Aging Rate: Less than 1 ppm/month after 30 days. Temperature: Less than ±2 parts in 10⁹/degree C. 20 to 35 degrees C after 30 minutes warm-up. ±0.02% from 0 to 40 degrees C. GENERAL: Readout: 5 digits plus overrange. Ambient Temperature Range: Storage: —55 to 80 degrees C. Operating: 0 to 40 degrees C. Power Requirements: 105-125 or 210-250 VAC, 50/60 Hz, 8 watts. Cabinet Dimensions: 8 1/8" W x 3 1/4" H x 9" D not including handle. Net Weight: 4 1/2 lbs.

FREE 71 CATALOG
Describes these and over 300 other Heathkits. Save up to 50% by building them yourself. Use coupon and send for your FREE copy!
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Although the number of manned Apollo missions to the moon has been drastically cut back by NASA, the amateur group working on Moonray still hopes to have their uhf lunar repeater carried to the moon on one of the remaining flights. The primary objective of Moonray, proposed in 1960 by W6OLO, is to provide a free-access uhf repeater for world-wide communication on the 432-MHz band.

The Moonray package will contain a sensitive low-noise receiver, tuned to 439.9 MHz, a signal processor, an identifier, six to eight channels of telemetry, and transmitter output on 430.1 MHz, as well as a laser receiver. Power will be provided by a nuclear thermoelectric generator with a half-life of 87 years. The system is expected to be continuously operational for a year or longer on a 24-hour-per-day basis, with one-minute interruptions at the end of each 10-minute period.

The antenna, pointing system and thermal controls are all self contained in a louvered metal cylinder about 6 inches in diameter and 10 inches long. Three legs will be used for supporting the package on the lunar surface, as well as leveling; a special pointing mechanism is provided so the astronaut who sets up the unit will be able to accurately align the Moonray antenna to earth.

The 10-KHz passband on both the 430.1- and 439.9-MHz links will accept all modes of transmission, including cw, fsk, modulated cw, afsk, narrow-band fm, ssb and a-m (in that order of preference). Moonray's callsign will be the identifier SS, transmitted every ten minutes along with a telemetry sequence.

Amateurs who want to use the Moonray repeater should be equipped with a high-gain antenna (15-dB minimum gain) capable of tracking the moon, as well as a low-noise (3-dB maximum) crystal-controlled converter on 430.1 MHz, and a stable 439.9-MHz transmitter. For cw operation, transmitter power output should be approximately 50 watts. More power will be required for other modes, progressing from about 100 watts for fsk to 1000 watts for slow-scan television.

The design, development and test of an operational prototype is now in progress, and final construction of a flight model is planned for the near future. There are many ways you can help with this ambitious project including technical help to the group, providing publicity, promoting additional 432-MHz activity, or by making financial contributions to help obtain special items and defray postage and printing costs (contributions are fully tax deductible).

To obtain more technical information on Moonray, or to offer help, write to Nassau College Amateur Satellite Tracking, Astronomy and Radio, Post Office Box T, Syosset, New York 11791. Your help will be appreciated.

Jim Fisk, W1DTY
editor
The 24-K linear amplifier embodies all of the famous features of the 2K-3... rugged construction, reliable performance and heavy duty components, plus unique modern styling. The tilted RF deck faces up for easy visibility and convenient operation. If you are one of the more than 3000 happy 2K owners, trade up to the new 2K-4. If you are not one of the group, now is the time to join.

The 2K-4 (console or desk model) ... $795.00

Henry Radio's
2K-4

Henry Radio's
KENWOOD

Never before has there been an amateur receiver and transmitter like the KENWOOD R-599 solid state receiver and T-599 hybrid transmitter. The wait is over... the promise of the transistor has been fulfilled. KENWOOD promises to be the new pacesetter in the field of short wave radio equipment... setting new standards of performance, reliability, flexibility, high styling, and value. Deliveries start in November. Order yours today. Become the proud owner of the world's most technologically advanced amateur Receiver/Exciter combination.

The R-599 Receiver ... $298.00
The T-599 Transmitter ... $345.00

Henry Radio's
TEMPO "ONE"

The Tempo "ONE" SSB transceiver represents the culmination of many years of experience in the amateur radio field. Modern design, superb performance, sturdy construction, outstanding reliability... at a surprisingly low price makes the Tempo "ONE" the best buy in transceivers today. Please come in or write for complete specifications.

The Tempo "ONE" ... $298.00
AC/one, 110-220 volt 50/60 cycle power supply ... $99.00
DC/one, 12 volt DC power supply ... $107.00

11240 W. Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90064
213/477-6701
931 N. Euclid, Anaheim, Calif. 92801
714/772-9200
Butler, Missouri 64730
816/679-3127
New York area: John Richardt W2WY
201/637-4107
Houston area: Jan Carman W5SBC
713/464-0419

"World's Largest Distributor of Amateur Radio Equipment"

More Details? CHECK-OFF Page 94
An RTTY demodulator (often called a terminal unit, TU or converter) is used between the radio receiver and the Teletype machine to change the audio output of the receiver into on-off dc pulses to operate the printer.

Most RTTY demodulators work on the fm principle—they have a limiter followed by a discriminator that selects the mark or space tone, a detector to convert this audio into the dc keying rate, perhaps a low-pass filter to clean up the signal, a trigger stage that decides when mark has changed to space and vice versa, and finally, a keyer stage that drives the Teletype machine. Two power supplies are normally used, one to drive the demodulator and one to drive the Teletype machine, called the loop supply.

Some demodulators work on the a-m principle. This is often called two-tone, or limiterless operation. In this case, no limiter is used although some modest amplification might be incorporated. A threshold corrector is required to provide...
the proper symmetry to the slicer. This type of demodulator can copy mark-only or space-only type signals also. It works quite well in some circumstances, especially at full automatic machine speed, sometimes called "tape speed." To realize the advantages of a-m reception, high-performance channel filters should be used, but rarely are—a simple linear discriminator providing little advantage over fm in a majority of cases. If automatic printer control (auto-start) has been added, it must be disabled for a-m copy since the steady reference level used for the squelch system is no longer a stable voltage.

A good demodulator should have provisions for both fm and a-m operation, as the circuitry used for a-m is beneficial even when using normal fm reception.

the mainline rtty demodulators

The original Mainline RTTY converter was published in 1963. The Mainline TT/L was introduced in late 1964 and had features that soon set the standard for serious RTTY enthusiasts. The Mainline TT/L-23 was an upgraded TT/L with a bulkier power and loop supply, plus a few minor circuit improvements.

Then I turned to solid-state—all units just mentioned used vacuum tubes. The first in the new series was the ST-1, using an RCA integrated circuit. It was never published, as the GE PA-238 operational amplifier became available about the same time. The ST-2 (auto-start but no motor delay) and the ST-3 (auto-start with motor delay) were published in 1968. The ST-4 was the same as the ST-3, but designed exclusively for narrow-shift (170 Hz) reception for auto-start. The ST-5 used two 709C operational amplifiers and was as simple a unit as a person could hope to get for normal reception of RTTY signals. The Mainline ST-6 presented here is an advanced solid-state demodulator offering all the practical advantages known to be beneficial for RTTY reception.

features of the ST-6

1. Optional bandpass input filters of 3-pole Butterworth design.
2. Use of seven 709C operational amplifiers; nine if both 170 and 850 shifts are added.
3. A limiter having over 90 dB gain.
4. Well-designed linear discriminators for various shifts.
5. Full-wave detection.
6. Active low-pass minimum bandwidth 3-pole Butterworth filter using two operational amplifiers.
7. Threshold corrector for a-m reception.
8. High-gain operational amplifier for a slicer that allows reception on shifts as low as 1 Hz.
9. 300-volt keying transistor stage for minimum distortion.
10. Floating-loop supply giving optimum plus-minus voltages for best FSK (transmitter) provisions.
12. Regulated plus-minus 12-volt supply.
13. Anti-space system that quickly puts the printer to mark-hold if the signal goes to steady space.
14. Automatic printer control (auto-start) that ignores voice or cw signals but responds to RTTY, turning on the printer motor automatically.
15. Motor delay control to keep the motor from turning on and off exces-
sively during weak signal reception or compulsory cw identification.

16. Optional a-m or fm reception.
17. Simplified switching for versatility.
18. Low-cost but effective tuning indicator.
19. Very simple alignment and adjustment procedures.

**circuit description**

The bandpass input filters These are 3-pole Butterworth design, based on modern

The discriminator When using inductors of the same value for both mark and space, great attention must be given by the designer in order to achieve similar bandwidths, similar voltages, good zero-axis crossover, good noise balance, etc. It becomes even more difficult to design discriminators for both 170 and 850 which can be interchanged in the same overall circuit. Attention to these details has been given to all the Mainline demodulators and the ST-6 is based on the

The detector Full-wave detection is used, a unique feature of the Mainline ST-series demodulators. This offers optimum detection for easiest filtering of the remaining ripple component. An additional “plus-plus” detector is incorporated for a tuning display and to drive the automatic printer control system.

The limiter This is a 709C operational amplifier running “open loop” for maximum gain. It has been frequency compensated only lightly. For a-m reception the gain is reduced so that the unit becomes a linear amplifier at normal input levels, but reverts to a controlled limiter if the input exceeds the normal level.

The lowpass filter The optimum lowpass filter of minimum bandwidth will do more to improve the performance of a demodulator than any other single thing, assuming a high-voltage loop supply is already being used. Vic Poor pointed out in his outstanding article on RTTY filters that this filter should cut off at

Front-panel layout of the ST-6 RTTY demodulator.
27.3 Hz for 60 speed (45.45) Baud operation, and set up the criteria for testing such filters. The active lowpass filter in the TT/L was built with these features in mind. Fig. 1 shows the curve obtained with the ST-6. The observed "eye pattern" was ideal, indicating optimum cutoff for 60 wpm. The active filter is one that uses feedback circuits with amplification rather than passive components (inductors, etc.). This gives consistent uniformity from one unit to another, small size, modern design, light weight, low-cost components and freedom from magnetic fields and hum.

The atc threshold corrector This section provides the automatic symmetry needed for the slicer to minimize distortion when using limiterless a-m reception. It also enables mark-only or space-only reception. It is beneficial even with the limiter in use as it offers a form of diversity reception, capitalizing on the redundancy of the mark and space signals. As a good minimum-bandwidth lowpass filter changes square-wave inputs to sine-wave outputs, such a threshold corrector is practically a requirement for proper zero-axis crossover at the slicer.

The slicer This is another 709C operational amplifier running in "open loop" for maximum gain. It is heavily frequency compensated since the signals handled are at nearly dc. The output of the lowpass filter is so clean and the gain of this stage so high that signals as low as 1 Hz shift will adequately swing the output from full mark to full space. No hysteresis was either necessary or desired.

The control section The output of the slicer is followed by a simple control section that allows a mark-hold voltage to be placed on the keyer stage when there is no authentic RTTY signal, putting it in mark-hold. This same control section allows simple use of the Sel-Cal7 unit some enthusiasts have built for autostart purposes. It responds only to their own call letters. The control section is part of the manual standby system.

The loop supply This is a 180-volt supply that gives virtually distortion-free keying of the Teleprinter. A voltage-absorbing network is used on the collector of the keying transistor to protect it against excessive back-emf of the printer magnets which could otherwise occur if two or three printers were used on the same loop supply. The loop also puts out plus-minus voltages at the FSK output for best transmitter keying. It also adapts instantly (with no changes) to the Mainline AK-1 AFSK Keyer8 for ssb units. It also offers narrow-shift cw identification.

Normal loop current is approximately 60 mA. This means the selector magnets of the printer and/or reperf should be in parallel. This keeps the inductance in the circuit at 25% the value it would be were the selector magnets in series. If a reperf and printer are to be in the same circuit at the same time, they would then go in series with each other, both having their own selector magnets in parallel. For solid-state keyers the lower the inductance the better due to "spikes" generated by the back-emf of the inductors in a collapsing field.

The power supply This plus-minus 12-volt supply is transistor and zener-regulated for good stability. It is heavily fused to
prevent any damage during long periods of unattended operation and is bypassed for rf.

The anti-space circuit A “blank” key has the longest continuous amount of space time of any RTTY character, about 132 milli-seconds. Any space signal longer than this cannot be RTTY. The anti-space system samples the mark-space output of the slicer. If the signal goes to space more than 132 ms the system says “tilt” and locks the printer to mark-hold, at the same time turning the automatic printer control off and starting the countdown on motor delay cutoff. Thus, if a person is checking his shift at the other end, your printer does not sit there running “open.” This also gives greatly improved protection from a non-RTTY signal in the space channel from activating the automatic printer control and turning the motor on. This system works just as effectively with the limiter on or off, with the autostart on or off and with straddle tuning of any shift. No provisions for disabling it were provided. If this were needed, a switch to short the base of Q7 to ground would be suitable.

Tuning meter Although labeled as optional this is a most worthwhile device. Many amateurs prefer a scope for tuning, but this type of meter gives satisfactory results. It is better than most scope displays for straddle tuning where the incoming signal is not very accurately adjusted for correct shift, i.e. the operator might be using 600 shift, thinking it was in reality 850. The tuning meter is also helpful in adjusting the ST-6, although any voltmeter can be used for alignment.

Automatic printer control This system is normally called autostart. It is a unique squelch system that responds only to authentic RTTY, or to a steady mark carrier. A steady space carrier will not affect it due to the anti-space system. It samples both the mark and space channels for a signal having a duty time in excess of about 75%. Since most cw has a duty time of less than 50%, and most voice signals a duty time of perhaps under 30%, this system responds almost exclusively to RTTY signals.

To get the 75% duty time requirement an analog charging circuit is used. Since this is based on fm squelch principles, the use of limiterless a-m is not compatible with this system and is disabled if the limiter is turned off. Since momentary static crashes, deep fades and other temporary interference could cause the system to decide there was no longer any RTTY present, a one-second delay is incorporated into the shut-off feature. This in turn requires about a 3 to 4 second turn-on delay to obtain 75% recognition. Other ratios are shown in table 1 for those who may wish to experiment.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ratio</th>
<th>duty time</th>
<th>R61</th>
<th>R59</th>
<th>R60</th>
<th>time to on</th>
<th>time to off</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2:1</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td>5.1k</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>4.7k</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:1</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>3.6k</td>
<td>2.4k</td>
<td>4.7k</td>
<td>2.48</td>
<td>.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.3:1</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td>3.6k</td>
<td>2.7k</td>
<td>5.1k</td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td>.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:1</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>3.3k</td>
<td>3.9k</td>
<td>6.8k</td>
<td>3.53</td>
<td>.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:1</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>3.0k</td>
<td>5.1k</td>
<td>6.8k</td>
<td>4.16</td>
<td>.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:1</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td>3.0k</td>
<td>6.8k</td>
<td>8.2k</td>
<td>5.25</td>
<td>.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:1</td>
<td>88%</td>
<td>3.0k</td>
<td>9.1k</td>
<td>9.1k</td>
<td>6.38</td>
<td>.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:1</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>3.0k</td>
<td>10k</td>
<td>11k</td>
<td>7.33</td>
<td>.93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fuses The ST-6 probably has more fuses in it than any other item in your entire station. They aren't all necessary, but for unattended operation good fusing is worthwhile. Receivers, transmitters and other electronic items have been known to develop partial shorts in the high-voltage secondary systems, destroy components which may occasionally catch on fire, ruin transformers and still not blow the fuse in the primary! This is often because the secondary has several windings. By merely fusing the primary, it is hard to select a fuse that will quickly blow if the secondary pulls excessive current in one of the windings.

Thus the ST-6 fuses each secondary winding as well as the combined primaries. The jack for the motor is not fused (and should not go through the on-off switch) since the printers have their own protective fuses. The relay handles the motor current.

On the printed-circuit boards from Halle, the indicator lamps also run through the fuses. In the event you add those lamps, you may find it necessary to increase the size of the fuses somewhat.

Rf protection The operational amplifiers have such fantastic gain that precautions should be taken to prevent amplification of nearby rf signals, because their usefulness is destroyed while that rf is present. The ST-6 bypasses the 120 Vac input line, the power supply output, and isolates the plus-minus voltages to each op amp to prevent any instability or oscillation.
tion. Thus, no adverse affects have been noted from nearby kilowatt transmitters.

Scope connections Provisions have been included for connecting an oscilloscope. the 1 megohm isolating resistors provide adequate protection against the low-impedance scope inputs from affecting discriminator balance. If you incorporate a scope it should be an external unit that plugs into the rear of the ST-6. This allows the scope to be used for other demodulators, to be larger than the 1” or 2” display the ST-6 cabinet might allow, enables the autostart (turns the motor on and keeps it on). There is also a jack for an external remote standby switch. Fig. 2 shows how this can be used. Switches S10 and S11 would be placed at or on the printer itself; S10 as a standby switch and S11 as the transmit control switch. This not only automatically turns the transmitter on, it mutates the ST-6 so incoming signals for the tuning meter or scope do not affect the transmitted signal — without this provision acoustical feedback could cause incorrect signals to be transmitted. By placing these two switches next to the printer single-switch station control may be used, and the ST-6 can be across the room out of arm’s reach. This offers maximum versatility plus simple fast-break operation.

the switches

S1 is a dual-purpose switch to change the unit from fm to a-m reception. When in a-m limiterless, it also disables the autostart system, putting the motor automatically to on.

S2 is the normal-reverse switch. It is not necessary, but there are rare occasions when a newcomer is “upside-down” and you may want to see who it is. Many people will leave this switch completely off their unit.

S3 is the local standby switch. This places the printer in mark-hold and disconnects the transmitter from the air and mutes the ST-6 for local copy.

S4 is the fast-slow autostart; it also turns the motor on when in fast and keeps it on. The fast system uses the same ratio of turn-on to turn-off times, but speeds them both up. This makes it convenient to use automatic printer control for fast break, but gives inadequate protection against momentary signal loss during unattended operation.

S5 merely turns the automatic printer control off, allowing manual operation via the standby switch S3 or S10. (S10 is not shown on the schematic, it is shown on fig. 2.)

S6 is the manual motor on switch. It keeps the motor running regardless of any other switch position except the power off switch, S7.

S7 turns the 120 Vac power on and off, and opens the FSK line when in off, to prevent any hum loops from the FSK keyer in the transmitter. This could be annoying when using voice or normal cw if the ST-6 were in the off position. This is normally no problem, but the switch is
available for this purpose if you want to use it.

**standby-receive lamps**

Fig. 3. shows how lamps may be added to indicate standby and receive. When the manual or remote standby switch is activated the standby lamp turns on, whether the receive lamp is on or not. The receive lamp works only from the output of the automatic printer control system.

Thus it is possible to have both lamps on at the same time. This tells the operator he has selected manual standby. As a result he is informed that he is not in automatic reception mode at all, and before leaving the room he must turn off the standby switch (53 or S10) if he expects to get automatic copy. It makes an excellent fail-safe reminder.

If you prefer an indicator for mark and space signals, attach the 10k resistor in fig. 3 to pin 6 of U4. In this case the diode on the collector of Q12 is removed.

**850-170 switch**

If incorporating both 850 and 170 shifts, duplicate the front end up to but not including the first 16k resistor on U3. Then a multipole two-position switch would be used to switch the audio input, the output of the two U2 stages, the output of the U1 limiter for the limiterless a-m mode, and the two 47k resistors on the inputs to the U1 stages. The scope display for mark and space probably should be switched as well as the output to the meter and autostart at point 2. Other poles can be used to ground the audio input of the unused limiter off. I used a two-section (6 poles per section) two-position ceramic switch.

---

*Printed-circuit boards and complete parts kits for the ST-6 are available from several sources, including Hal Devices, Post Office Box 365, Urbana, Illinois 61801. This firm offers various options and has a brochure available on request. The printed-circuit boards are designed for the 14-pin dual-inline op amps. Hal Devices also have a unique power transformer available that has windings for both the loop voltages and plus and minus dc supplies.

For Canadian builders, arrangements have been made with Space Circuits Ltd. to provide printed-circuit boards for Canadian amateurs. Write to Hugh Watt, VE3HY, President, Space Circuits Ltd., 156 Roger Street, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada.

---

**construction**

The unit shown in the pictures uses printed-circuit boards. There are six different boards. For both 170 and 850 shift the first two are duplicated, making a total of eight.* The boards are laid out by function as follows:

1. Bandpass input and limiter U1.
2. Discriminator and U2.
3. Lowpass filter, slicer, keyer and anti-space.
4. Autostart, standby, meter, delay system.
5. ±12V volt regulated power supply, lamp drivers, meter driver Q10.
6. Loop supply (and room for motor relay).

Room for all parts is included on the boards except for the control switches, meter and the two transformers. The boards are approximately 2¼ inches high by about 6 inches long and plug into 12-pin connectors such as the Amphenol 143-012-01. This is not only neat appearing, it allows the boards to be removed easily for other shifts or to try various
fig. 5. Schematic diagram for the Mainline ST-6 RTTY terminal unit. Contacts on relay K1B open the loop when the motor is off.
S1 limiter on-off, also disables autostart
S2 normal-reverse switch, keep wiring short
S3 standby, also turns motor on
S4 fast-slow autostart, fast keeps motor on
S5 autostart off, keeps motor on
S6 manual motor on
S7 power on-off, also ground fsk line when off

T1 isolation transformer, 115 Vac, 0.3 A
(Triad N-51X)
T2 filament transformer, 28.6 Vac, 1 A
(Triad F-40X)
Diodes marked “G” are 1N270 germanium.
Diodes marked “S” are silicon, 50 piv unless otherwise noted

discriminator values

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R'A'</td>
<td>6800</td>
<td>4700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R'B'</td>
<td>100k</td>
<td>33k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R'C'</td>
<td>6800</td>
<td>6800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R'D'</td>
<td>270k</td>
<td>180k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C'A'</td>
<td>.068</td>
<td>.068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C'B'</td>
<td>.056</td>
<td>.033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C'C'</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Large schematics are available directly from the author for easy-to-follow construction. $1 in USA or Canada, $2 US for airmail elsewhere.
circuit changes the operator may wish to experiment with.

The unit shown in the photos was built into a 10 x 12 x 3 inch chassis, and covered with shelf paper from the local dime store. This makes an attractive way to cover the aluminum chassis and provides an excellent base for rub-on labels.

No shielded lines were used except to the external scope jack. The normal-reverse switch should be as close as possible to board 3 to keep the leads short. The connectors and switches were all wired before placing them in the chassis.

No cw identification jack was provided as I normally hook that into the fsk line externally, but another jack could be provided as suggested in the schematic.

tuneup

The ST-6 is very simple to align, and once done, should not require any further attention. No pots are located on the front or rear panels. Complete alignment is as follows:

1. Unhook the audio input. Place a dc voltmeter at test point 1 on pin 6 of U1. Adjust the 25k pot on pin 3 of U1 so the meter reads zero. This is a very touchy adjustment due to the high gain of the 709C op amp, so get it as close to zero as is convenient and leave it – this adjusts the offset input balance which allows the op amp to run at its maximum gain level.

---

Adequate spacing is 1" between boards, with board 6 (loop supply) facing the open air with its 2750 ohm, 20 W resistor. This board would be somewhat more than 1" wide when all the parts are mounted.

The printed-circuit boards sold by Halle have transistor connections for Motorola transistors. The Q1, Q8 and Q9 transistors have connections that differ from the others. If you use RCA or GE transistors, be careful to install them properly. About 0.4 watt will be dissipated through Q8 and Q9.

panel layouts

In case you cannot read the printing on the photos, the 170-850 switch is at the far left. Next to it on the upper level

---

fig. 6. Optional bandpass input filter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>tuning frequencies</th>
<th>sec1</th>
<th>sec2</th>
<th>sec3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>170</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>.056</td>
<td>.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>859</td>
<td>.015</td>
<td>.018</td>
<td>.015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

inc. 0x0 to 424x657
2. Either move the dc meter to test point 2 on the discriminator or observe the tuning meter on the front panel. Connect audio to the ST-6 and tune between mark and space signals, adjusting the 5k pot on pin 6 of U1 for equal readings on the meter. This balances the discriminator.

3. If using the tuning meter, with maximum mark indication, adjust the meter sensitivity pot on the emitter of Q10 so the meter reads 70% full scale. Hopefully it will have markings each 0.1 of full scale. Now detune the input frequency to the point where the meter reads 60% of full scale. Place the voltmeter on test point 4 on pin 6 of U5. Adjust the 5k pot on pin 3 of U5 so the voltmeter cannot decide to stay positive or go negative. This sets the autostart sensitivity to approximately ±3 dB bandwidth — about ±45 Hz for 170 shift and about ±100 Hz for 850 shift. If both discriminator boards have been included, set this adjustment in the 170 shift position and take what you get for 850 (850 is much less critical than 170 shift).

If a tuning meter was not incorporated on the front panel, use a voltmeter at test point 2. Tune for maximum mark and note the meter reading. Multiply this by 85%, and retune the input frequency for this new meter reading. Then proceed to adjust the pot on U5 so the voltage at test point 4 cannot decide if it should stay positive or go negative.

tuning the filters

Access to a digital counter makes this job very simple. The Mainline TT/O semi-counter also makes the job very easy. That unit is low cost and hooks to an existing oscilloscope but is quite accurate when compared to anything but a true digital counter. The values of the capacitors in parallel with the toroids in the bandpass input filters and discriminators are only approximate. With toroids that can vary 2 to 3% and capacitors that are ±10%, you can miss the desired frequency by as much as 150 Hz.

When tuning the bandpass input filters, a review of my filter article might be of interest. Basically the procedure is as follows:

1. Disconnect the input and output lines.
2. Disconnect the resistors at input and output of the filter.
3. Short out the center toroid with a piece of wire.
4. Tune the first section.
5. Tune the third section.
6. Remove the shorting wire from the center section and short the first and third toroids to ground.
7. Tune the center section.
8. Remove all shorts.
9. Connect the resistors.
10. Connect the input and output lines.

Room has been provided on the circuit boards for as many as three tuning capacitors for each toroid. This should allow easy, precise tuning without adding or removing turns of wire from the toroid.

The coupling capacitors on the bandpass input filters (C7 and C8) should not be changed from those indicated.

A good method for final checking of discriminator tuning is to put a meter at test point 2 and tune for maximum. Then tune off on the high side to a slightly lower meter reading, note that frequency; tune for the same reading on the other side of center and note that frequency. Average the two to get the best center frequency and change as needed to get the frequency you want.

low tones

This is a subject that is difficult to discuss as part of a demodulator article. Mark tone is customarily 2125; space tone is customarily 2295 for 170 shift or 2975 for 850 shift. Years ago, when these tones were selected good mathematical reasons were used. They are an excellent compromise between channel separation for harmonic suppression and adaptability to communications receivers.
Many ssb receivers use 2100 Hz audio filters in the i-f and are limited to the range of 300-2400 Hz. Thus, many operators complain that they cannot receive the 2975 tone and assume there must be more appropriate audio tones. Many operators feel that 1275 and 2125 would be suitable. These tones can be used and for several years I used them on my 75s-1 receiver and Electrocom demodulator.

However, they are not recommended, particularly if a linear discriminator is used in the demodulator to separate mark and space tones after the limiter.

It is very simple with most receivers to change the bfo frequency with a new crystal so that an audio range of 1400-3500 Hz is obtained instead of 300-2400 Hz. The Collins S-line, the Heathkit SB-line and many others require only a new bfo crystal about 1 kHz lower than that normally used for ssb reception.

The Collins 75A4 and most Drake receivers have passband tuning which automatically allows reception of tones in excess of 3 kHz.

Component values for discriminators for 1275-1445 shift and 1275-2125 shift are shown in Table 2 for those who wouldn’t build the ST-6 otherwise. No bandpass input filters have been designed for these shifts nor are any contemplated.

### relay circuit

Just a word about an unusual feature – Q6 has a 500-ohm resistor in its collector circuit. Q6’s only purpose is to afford a similar current drain on the power supply when the relay is not being used, hence voltage regulation is materially aided. This can be omitted if you are not a purist.

The 47k resistor on U1 was picked for limiterless operation, **without** the bandpass input filter. If using the filter, you will want to change this resistor to a 470k (or whatever value gives adequate meter indication) when running limiterless and using normal audio level on the receiver.

### controlled limiting

In limiterless operation if the audio input is more than is needed to reach normal meter reading, then the unit goes into modest limiting, sometimes called controlled limiting. This is no longer linear a-m, nor is it hard limiting for fm, but somewhere in between. Some people feel this gives excellent results, but of course you need sharper filters than a linear discriminator offers to take full advantage of any limiterless mode.

### cost

The approximate cost using all new parts is $100 for one shift, using vector boards and no PC boards. With both 170 and 850 shift, using the drilled PC boards with connectors, the new-item cost should be around $150.

### parts suggestions

Meters may be obtained for as low as
$2.98 from Radio Shack. That is the meter shown on the ST-5. It did a nice job. The one shown on the ST-6 is an imported *Micronta* movement.

The op amps are the 709C types, and Motorola, Fairchild, Texas Instruments, National Semiconductor, and Signetics all make them. The PC boards were made for the round TO-5 type that has eight leads. Prices are dropping constantly. They were $12 each when I first started using them, but at the time this article is being written they are $1 each in small quantities.

The pots used for the PC boards are the 39¢ Mallory MTC-L1 type for vertical mounting. IRC type X-201 at 39¢ are similar.

Any 24 Vdc dpdt relay should be adequate. The resistor on the collector of Q6 would be chosen to have the same value as the dc resistance of the relay, such as the Potter and Brumfield KA11DG at $3.90.

The small 0.1 µF 25V capacitors used on each op amp can be the 21¢ Sprague HY-550. Both Centralab and Sprague make 1.6 kV ceramic capacitors used for bypassing the 120 Vac line. The other small value capacitors can be Sprague *Orange Drop* Mylar types, 75 V where obtainable, to keep the size small. Typical price 18¢. The 10-, 20-, 150-, and 350-µF capacitors can be Sprague type 30D. The large 100- and 1000-µF types can be Sprague TVA.

Diodes marked G are 1N270 germanium; those marked S are silicon with 50 volts PIV except in the loop supply where 400 PIV minimum are needed. The zener diodes can be 400 mW or more, preferably 1 W in the power supply.

Transistors are not critical except in a few places. Q1 should be rated for at least 300 volts; the Motorola MJE-340 is recommended ($1.06). The MJE-340 can also be used in the power supply for Q8. An MJE-370 can be used for Q9 as well as many other types handling 5 W or more — these two being 25 W types. The other transistors can be literally any that are rated for at least 15 volts or more. Those for Q5 and Q6 should be rated at 30 volts or more.

Recommended low-cost transistors for Q2, Q3, Q4, pnp, MPS-3703 (39¢); Q5, Q6, npn, MPS-6565 (52¢); Q1, Q8, npn, MJE-340 ($1.06); Q9, npn, MJE-370 ($1.07); Q7, Q10, npn, MPS-3394 (27¢); Q11, npn, MPS-6518 (67¢); and Q12, npn, MPS-3395 (45¢).

The Stancor PA-8421 makes an excellent loop transformer. Other 24 Vct, 0.5 A units should be suitable for the power supply.

The lamps should be low current types, hopefully under 50 mA. Those shown are the Sylvania 925 cartridge indicator lamps using 15 to 20 mA. If you use lamps that pull 80 mA each, change the 10k resistor to the bases of Q11 and Q12 to 4.7k.

The Muralite L-28/40 indicator is ideal for the ST-6. This lamp is rated at 10,000 hours life and may be used with voltages from 12 (25 mA) to 28 (40 mA). They are 39¢ each from: Western Radio, 1415 India Street, San Diego, California 92101; Attn: Gary Pierce Amateur Store Manager.

They are available in violet, red, white, green, blue and amber. Gary suggests you specify "violet leads" as this apparently identifies the L-28/40 bulb, not the color of the lens. These lamps are complete and are normally distributed through the Mura Corp. 355 Great Neck Road, Great Neck, New York 11021. The Sylvania lamps will run around $2.25 each by the time you get the cartridge lamp, lens and holder.

The 709C op amps are now only $1.00
each from Texas Instruments distributors in the 14-pin dual-inline style, and $1.25 for the round 8-pin TO-5 style. By the time this article appears in print it is possible prices could be even lower; as of now the other brands cost about $2.60 each. Texas Instruments uses their own designations for the 709C op amp: SN72709N for the 14-pin dual-inline package and SN72709L for the TO-5 can.

**Performance**

The ST-6 outcopies any other demodulator I have tried. It does not run away from the TT/L-2, but the ST-6 seems to do better most of the time. Other operators who have built the ST-6 report similar experiences, and one enthusiast sold both his TTIL-2s and has replaced them with ST-6s. The unit only pulls 5 to 7 watts in standby when the motor is off, so it can run 24 hours a day without affecting the monthly electricity bill. The convenient switching system makes it very simple to use.

The ST-6 is designed for 600-ohm input. Most receivers have such an output available somewhere (on the Collins S-line it is the anti-vox jack). In some receivers, such as the Drake, there is no 600-ohm output. You will throw away about 30-dB potential limiting in the ST-6 if you use the 3.2-ohm speaker line, but small 3.2-ohm to 600-ohm transformers are available for under $1 from most distributors.

**Other Op Amps**

Some people have asked why I did not use newer, more exotic op amps. Most of the newer devices are internally frequency compensated (such as the 741, for example), and not at all suited for audio use. They have other excellent qualities and could be used in the ST-6 at places other than U1 and U2. Their cost is such that even with external compensation, the 709C is still cheaper. The 709C already has so much inherent potential performance it would be similar to running the TT/L-2 with perhaps 7500 volts on the plate of each tube.

**100 Speed**

For those needing 100 speed, change the two 16k resistors at the input of U2 to 10K, and change the capacitor between pins 2 and 6 of U2 to 60% of its usual value. That is, for normal 60 speed with the 850 shift discriminator for 2125-2975, the normal 0.03-μF capacitor would be changed to 0.018 μF.

The unit would then receive 60, 75 and 100 speed. Do not attempt to switch these items around, just leave it for 100 speed.

**Conclusion**

The ST-6 offers the RTTY enthusiast a high-performance solid-state demodulator. It has features similar to those in the Mainline TT/L-2 but with greater inherent capabilities. It has automatic printer control which is useful for unattended autostart operation as well as for normal QSOs. Printed-circuit boards are available which simplify the construction and make it possible for the home enthusiast to make a commercial-looking unit with only simple tools.
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The power capability of a transmitting tube is often the subject of long and heated discussions among amateurs (and even among equipment design and tube engineers). In the past, amazing things have been done to power tubes by daring amateurs who seemingly had an inexhaustible supply of replacement tubes at hand. The tube manufacturer looks upon such goings-on with mixed emotions; he's proud his products can take such a beating, but he shudders at the gross overload he knows is taking place, and he has nightmares when he imagines that such tactics are being done by users who may be ignorant of the basic limitations of vacuum tubes. Sometimes that manufacturer may be his own worst enemy. When he speaks of the ruggedness, long life and reliability of his product, he may unintentionally be inviting some eager-beaver to prove the utter conservatism of his remarks.

Up to now, tube ratings have been based upon an absolute system providing "maximum" ratings and "typical" operating conditions for various classes of service, for use below a certain specified frequency. These ratings are designated as Continuous Commercial Service (CCS) and Intermittent Commercial and Amateur Service (ICAS). The CCS rating may be defined as, "that type of service in which long tube life and reliability of performance under continuous operating conditions are the prime consideration." The ICAS rating is defined to include the many applications where the "transmitter design factors of minimum size, light weight, and maximum power output are more important than long tube life." The term "intermittent" is used to identify operating conditions in which no operating or "on" period exceeds five minutes and every "on" period is followed by an "off" or standby period of at least the same or greater duration.

These ratings are of cold comfort to today's radio amateur. The first rating applies to high-reliability service (broadcast, military, etc.) wherein off-the-air time is critical or costly; and the second rating, by its very definition, excludes amateur operation in meaningful terms. Neither classification, moreover, applies to ssb or cw operation. Ssb and cw are more properly expressed in terms of peak-to-average power ratio rather than in terms of "on" and "off" periods.

Before new and meaningful ratings are proposed for today's operational modes, it would be prudent to look for a moment at transmitting tube ratings now in use and examine their validity. Contrary to often expressed belief, maximum ratings and typical operating conditions are not arbitrary figures dreamed up by the manufacturer to avoid answering legitimate questions posed by users. On the contrary, they are the result of careful analysis of tube geometry and of prolonged life tests run on typical production tubes with some guaranteed or expected life in mind. Properly understood, the maximum ratings and typical operating conditions can be employed by
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the tube user to decided advantage.

transmitting tube ratings

Maximum ratings (or absolute maximum ratings) are those limits within which all tubes of a given type should give satisfactory service and long useful life. Why they are necessary at all and how they are determined are discussed in this article.

The data sheet (often suspected of being written by the wise to impress the humble) informs the user of the capabilities and limitations of the tube, both of which are based upon the maximum temperature the elements of the tube can safely withstand for an expected life. Heat, then, is the enemy of unlimited tube life, but heat is the unfortunate consequence of making the tube work. Once the maximum tube capability is determined a compromise of some kind must be made to establish useful life without exceeding the heat limitations, yet allowing some safety factor for "cockpit troubles."

maximum plate dissipation

Plate dissipation is limited by the maximum safe temperature of the plate and plate-to-glass (or ceramic) seals of the tube. Generally speaking, the plate will withstand several times its maximum rated dissipation level for a short period of time. Other parts of the tube (glass envelopes, mainly) are greatly affected by the excessive heat radiated by the plate. High level of plate temperature may cause the grid, filament or envelope to become overheated. The grid structure may warp, the filament temperature may rise to an excessively high degree, or the tube envelope may be destroyed. These effects, however, are not instantaneous, and short periods of plate overload do not usually overheat the adjoining tube structure to a damaging extent. However, the user has no way of telling to what degree he can safely exceed the plate dissipation limit, or over what period of time this abuse can take place. The obvious conclusion is that the maximum plate dissipation rating should not be exceeded in continuous operation if long tube life is desired.

maximum plate voltage

The maximum plate voltage point is set at a value above which the internal or external insulators of the tube may arc over, or above which the envelope of a glass tube may be damaged from dielectric losses. Finally, a plate voltage ceiling tends to set a limit to the maximum rf charging current flowing in the plate and screen leads, or plate and grid leads in grounded-grid service. The charging current is a function of the rf plate voltage which, in turn, is a function of the dc plate voltage. Setting a limit on the dc voltage sets a limit on charging current without the difficult task of determining the current directly. This effect depends on frequency and is the reason for the upper frequency limit for maximum ratings.

average dc plate current

The fundamental limit on plate current is the available supply of electrons emitted by the filament or cathode of the tube. The maximum plate-current figure is intended to set a value which may be easily realized throughout the expected life of the tube. If operating conditions are chosen which require that the maximum plate-current limitation to be exceeded at the start of tube life, it may become increasingly difficult to maintain the desired value of plate current as the tube ages. There is a definite relationship between the maximum instantaneous value of plate and grid current and the average dc (meter reading) plate current which differs for each class of tube operation. In linear-amplifier service, for example, most transmitting tubes are run class AB1, AB2 (loosely termed class B).* In these cases, the peak plate current is about three times the indicated (average) plate current.

*Most class-B linear amplifiers are operated in class AB2. Class-B operation is defined as cutoff operation with an 180° operating angle of plate current flow. Class AB2 operation signifies less-than-cutoff condition with more than 180° operating angle.
dc plate current. For long life, the cathode emission should be great enough to provide two or three times the required peak value of plate, plus grid, plus screen current.

The user can quickly determine the allowable average dc plate current in linear service for thoriated tungsten filament-type tubes by merely multiplying the filament watts by a factor of about 5.5. This is a rule-of-thumb number that - over the years - has proven to give a conservative balance between allowable plate current and good tube life. For the 3:500Z, therefore, the filament power is 5 (volts) x 14.5 (amperes) = 72.5 watts. Therefore, allowable maximum average dc plate current for linear amplifier service is 72.5 x 5.5 = 400 milliamperes.

In the case of an indirectly heated cathode the rule-of-thumb is different. Emission from an indirectly heated cathode depends upon the emissive material and the active cathode area, assuming cathode temperature is the proper value. The rule-of-thumb in this case for oxide cathodes is that maximum average dc plate current is approximately 125 milliamperes for each square centimeter of cathode area. For example, the 4X150A tetrode has an active cathode area a little over 2.0 square centimeters and the average dc plate current rating is 250 milliamperes.

long pulse service

In pulse service where the “on” time is small compared to the “off” time, many transmitting tubes can be run to much higher peak power limits than are permissible in continuous service. In continuous service, the maximum voltage and current limitations are set with a safety factor in mind to consider average power dissipated on the tube electrodes. In pulse service, when the tube “rests” for an appreciable time, it is possible to set new guidelines on peak electrode dissipation and maximum ratings, provided the average electrode dissipation and maximum temperature ratings are not exceeded.

In pulse service (less than 0.1 second) a thoriated tungsten power tube may have an anode instantaneous peak dissipation capability as high as 100 times the average power capability, and the available filament emission may be as high as 80 milliamperes per watt of filament power. In some cases, the filament voltage has been boosted above normal to obtain emission levels as high as 150 milliamperes per watt with the penalty of greatly reduced tube life.

In the case of the oxide-coated cathode, the peak pulse current is not as clearly defined or as easily generalized as in the case of the thoriated filament tube. A figure of 500 milliamperes peak plate current per watt of heater power is often used for very short pulse service (less than 3 microseconds), and other numbers are available giving pulse plate current in terms of active cathode area.

In long pulse service (more than 0.1 second), the rise in temperature of the electrodes rather than the average power during the pulse often becomes the basic tube limitation, and the maximum capability of the power tube is progressively derated as the pulse length increases. For a radiation cooled tube, a pulse length of 2.5 seconds is often considered equivalent to a continuous duty operation. In the case of an oxide-coated cathode, life tests indicate that a peak-to-average dc plate current ratio of 2.0 for long pulse (0.5 second) is not unrealistic. This corresponds to a duty factor of 0.5.

voice and cw operation

A shadow world exists between continuous duty (CCS) operation, and ICAS operation on the one hand and pulse operation. Amateur voice and cw operations seem to fall into this shadow area. Cw operation may be compared to a form of pulse operation as it defines an “on” and “off” duty cycle wherein the two times are approximately equal. This would represent a duty cycle of fifty percent (0.5) and the pulse (cw) waveform would be nearly square.*

*Note quite true; waveshaping is necessary to some extent to reduce key clicks.
Voice operation, on the other hand, is a different and more complex problem. The voice waveform is not a square pulse; it has a large peak-to-average power ratio with irregular waveform. Normal speech, unclipped, uncompressed or otherwise altered, seems to have a peak-to-average ratio of about 14 dB. Various compression and clipping techniques can reduce this ratio to 3 to 5 dB before severe distortion becomes apparent. Thus, heavily clipped or compressed speech waveforms tend to resemble the cw duty cycle as far as the peak-to-average power ratio is concerned.

It is prudent to expect, therefore, that the power capability of a tube can be safely increased for Intermittent Voice and CW Service (IVS service) over the CCS rating provided the maximum element temperature of the electrodes is not exceeded and the cathode (or filament) emission is sufficient to satisfy plate and grid current peaks. In addition, the tube in question should not have an intolerable level of intermodulation distortion when operated in linear service under these enhanced conditions.

This type of intermittent operation is done everyday with the popular sweep tubes used in ssb equipment designed for amateur service. Small soft-glass envelope tubes (i.e., the 6LQ6) are run up to 250 or 300 watts PEP input with no apparent harm provided the maximum level of plate dissipation is held within reason, even though the average, long-term dissipation rating in tv service is only 30 watts or so. The user is taking advantage of the intermittent nature of amateur voice operation and the high peak-to-average ratio of the human voice to get more watts per dollar of tube investment. Many amateurs have found, to their regret, an overworked sweep tube tends to overheat and shows extremely short life when a voice clipper/compressor unit is used to bring up the average power of the equipment, or if extended cw operation is used. A moment’s reflection upon the heating process in the tube will show the reason for this problem. The tube is being pushed so far that any margin of safety has vanished. Unfortunately, no one has yet been able to miniaturize the watt!

Thus, there's a limit beyond which pushing the transmitting tube becomes uneconomical. It may be well to push an inexpensive sweep tube to 300 watts PEP input, since a tuning error, or other maladjustment won't bankrupt the unlucky user. The owner of a more expensive transmitting tube, however, may well have second thoughts before he blasts his pet power tube. Obviously, some middle ground is called for where the peak-to-average power ratio of ssb and cw operation can afford new and conservative tube ratings more in line with today's usage.

**intermittent voice service**

In single sideband service, the two plate current values of significance are the single-tone plate current and the two-tone plate current. The ratio of single-tone to two-tone plate current may vary from 1.1/1 to 1.57/1, depending upon the class of operation. Two-tone plate current is useful as the magnitude of intermodulation distortion products may be specified as the reduction in decibels of one product from one tone of a two-equal-tone signal. Precedence exists, therefore, for providing typical operating data for linear amplifier service specifying the dc plate current under two-tone conditions of average plate current and plate current at the peak of the modulation envelope. Such data for the 8122 is shown in table 1. Based upon such data, extensive life tests have been run at the Eimac Division of Varian to determine if more meaningful operating conditions could be specified for either ssb or cw operating modes. As far as amateur operation is concerned, the limiting mode is cw, where the duty factor is about 0.5. The duty factor for single sideband transmissions with unprocessed speech runs about 0.05 for a 13-dB peak-to-average signal and could rise as high as 0.5 for high levels of speech compression or clipping. A duty factor of 0.5 (peak-to-average ratio of 2.0) for Intermittent Voice Service rating would therefore cover both
table 2. Preliminary operating data for 8873 family of ceramic/metal, zero-bias power triodes.

Cathode: Oxide coated, unipotential
- Warm-up time: 60 sec
- Heater voltage: 6.3 V
- Heater current: 3.2 A

Direct interelectrode capacitances, grounded-grid connection
- Input: 19.5 pF
- Output: 7.00 pF
- Feedback: 0.04 pF

Maximum frequency ratings: 450 MHz
- Operating temperature, maximum, ceramic: 250°C
- Seals and anode core: 11-pin Special (JEDEC #1-81)

Radio-frequency linear amplifier, cathode driven, class AB2
- Absolute maximum ratings, to 450 MHz:
  - Plate voltage: 2200 Vdc
  - Plate current, continuous: 250 mA
  - Plate dissipation: see note 1
  - Grid dissipation: 5 W

Typical operation, Intermittent Voice Service 2
- Peak envelope or modulation crest conditions:
  - Peak voltage: 2000 Vdc
  - Cathode voltage: 8.2 Vdc
  - Zero-signal plate current: 22 mA
  - Single-tone IVS plate current: 500 mA
  - Two-tone plate current (approximate): 312 mA
  - Average plate current: 250 mA
  - Single-tone grid current: 30 mA
  - Two-tone grid current: 12 mA
  - Peak rf grid-cathode voltage: 67 V
  - Peak driving power: 26 W
  - Peak power input: 1000 W
  - Single-tone IVS useful output power: 587 W
  - Resonant load impedance: 2140 ohms

Intermodulation distortion products:
- 3rd Order: -35 dB
- 5th Order: -36 dB

Notes:
1. 8873 is conduction cooled, and plate dissipation depends upon heat-sink cooling. 8874 plate dissipation is 400 watts, and tube has an axial-flow, forced-air cooled anode. 8875 plate dissipation is 300 watts, and tube has a transverse-flow, forced-air cooled anode.
2. Intermittent voice and cw ratings are based upon the maximum voltage and current ratings given for a signal having a peak-to-average power ratio of 2.0 or more. During short periods of adjustment (less than 30 seconds), the average plate current may be as high as the IVS value.
3. Cathode bias is obtained from a zener diode.

the cw and ssb speech-with-processing situations.

The derivation of a different rating from an existing rating may only take place after extensive life tests have been completed to make sure that tube life is not being shortened and that maximum temperature and dissipation limits are not

fig. 2. Tube base diagram for the 8873, 8874, 8875 family of zero-bias triodes. Multiple cathode leads keep cathode inductance to a minimum.
being exceeded. Any tube may be limited by grid or screen dissipation level and some may be limited by a plate voltage ceiling, or by available cathode emission. Each tube type is an individual case, and to jump to conclusions or to interpret data from one type to another is risky and unfounded to say the least. In all cases the total average current load on the oxide cathode will remain about the same for the new rating as for the average situation.

The Intermittent Voice and CW (IVS) rating may be defined as:

That maximum voltage and current rating given for a signal having a maximum peak to average power ratio of 2.0 or more. During short periods of adjustment (less than 30 seconds), the average plate current may be as high as the IVS value.

In all cases, the IVS rating and “short period of adjustment” are limited by the maximum allowable temperature of the tube anode and seals.

using the ivs rating

The IVS rating is especially attractive to amateur operators as it outlines typical operating parameters for cw and ssb. How are the new ratings used? The following is an example of how an amateur operator can safely and properly tune up for an IVS operating condition with the aid of an inexpensive oscilloscope.

The oscilloscope is necessary for ssb adjustment at first since meter response to a voice waveform may vary from meter to meter and is, in any case, highly irregular and difficult to interpret.

1. The first step to achieve an IVS condition for either ssb or cw is to tune and load the linear amplifier with carrier (single tone) to an IVS rated value of dc plate current (as read on the plate meter), observing maximum “on” time. The amplifier is now ready for IVS CW operation. This could be called the “long-dash” tuning method. An electronic key is handy for this operation.

2. For ssb observe the rf output pattern on the oscilloscope and note the amplitude for reference.

3. Remove the carrier. Insert audio and slowly increase audio gain so that the instantaneous rf peaks observed on the oscilloscope reach the same maxi-
table 1. Type 8122, linear rf power amplifier service (AB1). Typical CCS operation at 30 MHz with two-tone modulation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plate voltage</td>
<td>2000 Vdc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid no. 2 voltage</td>
<td>400 Vdc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid no. 1 voltage</td>
<td>-35 Vdc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zero-signal plate current</td>
<td>100 mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plate current</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak of envelope</td>
<td>335 mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>250 mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid no. 2 current</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak of envelope</td>
<td>10 mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>7 mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average grid no. 1 current</td>
<td>0.05 mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective rf load resistance</td>
<td>3050 ohms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

mum level as obtained in step 2 under carrier insertion. The amplifier is now working at the correct IVS level of peak input.

4. Observe the average current peaks on the plate meter for future reference.

In summary, the amplifier is tuned up to IVS condition with single-tone excitation to set the peak signal level. The single tone is removed, and audio is applied so the instantaneous signal peaks reach the same peak level as before, but the peak-to-average level of the intelligence may vary widely, depending upon voice characteristics, degree of speech processing, etc. This is summed up in fig. 1.

ivs ratings for the 8873 family of triodes

The new 8873 family of zero-bias triodes is the first to carry the new IVS rating. These ratings are based upon the original design concept of the tube, plus extended life tests where electrode temperatures, cathode emission and power output were carefully monitored. For example, the continuous plate current rating is 250 milliamperes. The cathode area of the 8873 is over 2 square centimeters; this corresponds quite closely to the 125 milliamperes per square centimeter rule-of-thumb stated earlier for an oxide-coated cathode. The life tests showed that a peak dc plate current rating of 500 milliamperes is reasonable at a duty cycle of 0.5 (peak-to-average power ratio of 2.0), corresponding to the IVS philosophy (table 2). The various input levels at a given plate voltage may now be established. At 2000 volts, for example, the average plate input is 2000 (volts) x 250 (milliamperes) = 500 watts. This corresponds to key-down service, such as RTTY. The two-tone rating (as in a short two-tone test) is 2000 (volts) x 312 (milliamperes) = 624 watts, average power. The IVS rating for ssb voice or cw is 2000 (volts) x 500 (milliamperes) = 1000 watts peak envelope power. In the case of voice and cw, the average current “load” on the cathode is the same.

Thus, today’s power tube may be rated in two different and useful ways. Commonly, it bears the continuous duty (CCS) rating, and occasionally it bears the semi-obsolete ICAS rating. It is hoped that the new IVS rating will find favor in the future as it permits greater operating economy to be achieved in the use of all power-grid tubes.

what about . . .

The immediate question arises, “If this is so, what about the IVS ratings for the 3-500Z or the 8122 or the 4X150A, or whatever?” The present answer to this query is that each tube type must be examined on its merits and the outer limits established for any new rating, whether it be pulse, ICAS, or IVS. This is a continual process with most tube manufacturers, and more relevant date of this type will probably be forthcoming over the months.

Thanks to William McAulay, W6KM; Jack Quinn, W6MJG; and Robert Sutherland, W6UOV, for their help in the preparation of this article.

references

MXX-1 Transistor
RF Mixer $3.50
A single tuned circuit intended for signal conversion in the 3 to 170 MHz range. Harmonics of the OX oscillator are used for injection in the 60 to 170 MHz range.
Lo Kit 3 to 20 MHz
Hi Kit 20 to 170 MHz
(Specify when ordering)

SAX-1 Transistor
RF Amplifier $3.50
A small signal amplifier to drive MXX-1 mixer. Single tuned input and link output.
Lo Kit 3 to 20 MHz
Hi Kit 20 to 170 MHz
(Specify when ordering)

PAX-1 Transistor RF
Power Amplifier $3.75
A single tuned output amplifier designed to follow the OX oscillator. Outputs up to 200 mw, depending on the frequency and voltage. Amplifier can be amplitude modulated. Frequency 3,000 to 30,000 KHz.

BAX-1 Broadband
Amplifier $3.75
General purpose unit which may be used as a tuned or untuned amplifier in RF and audio applications 20 Hz to 150 MHz. Provides 6 to 30 db gain. Ideal for SWL, Experimenter or Amateur.

For The Experimenter!
International EX Crystal & EX Kits
OSCILLATOR / RF MIXER / RF AMPLIFIER / POWER AMPLIFIER

Type EX Crystal
Available from 3,000 to 60,000 KHz. Supplied only in HC 6/U holder. Calibration is ±.02% when operated in International OX circuit or its equivalent. (Specify frequency)
$3.95

OX Oscillator
Crystal controlled transistor type. Lo Kit
Hi Kit 20,000 to 60,000 KHz
(Specify when ordering)
$2.95

For complete catalog
INTERNATIONAL
CRYSTAL MFG. CO., INC.
10 NO LEE • OKLA CITY, OKLA. 73102
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modifying the Heath SB-200 amplifier for the new 8873 zero-bias triode

Simple modification of the SB-200 linear to provide increased power dissipation, better frequency stability, and lower drive. Two designs are featured — air cooled and conduction cooled.

The high power capability, moderate cost and compact size of the new 8873 family of zero-bias, ceramic/metal power triodes make them well suited for new design, as well as for retrofit into popular amateur equipment that uses older tubes having restricted power capability and limited frequency range. The well-known Heath SB-200, a one-kilowatt PEP linear amplifier, is a likely candidate. This article covers the modification of this unit to use the new power tubes. The modification provides increased power dissipation.

The Eimac 8875 is a ceramic/metal zero-bias triode with a transverse cooler that provides 300 watts anode dissipation.
better high-frequency stability and lower drive requirements, and (in the case of the 8875) at a lower overall tube replacement cost than the original pair of tubes.

Based upon a study of the SB-200 circuit design, it was decided to try different modifications on two separate amplifiers. The first version uses the 8875, a high-mu power triode having 300 watts anode dissipation and capable of about 1200 watts peak input in Intermittent Voice Service (IVS). The 8875 has five large, round, horizontal anode fins that may be adequately cooled with a small phono-motor fan, the type already in the Heath amplifier. This modification requires a minimum amount of disruption of the existing Heath circuitry.

The second amplifier has a more sophisticated and interesting modification: a conduction-cooled 8873 power triode (electrically equivalent to the 8875) is used with a finned heat sink for proper anode dissipation. The heat sink forms the vertical back wall of the rf enclosure.

This section discusses the first conversion, which provides full input level for the amplifier, with low intermodulation distortion and good tube life. The conduction-cooled version is described in the last part of the article.

**The 8875 modification**

The 8875 zero-bias power tube is shown in the photo and is capable of 1200 watts PEP input for ssb and 1200 watts when run in IVS service. The tube is about the size of a 4CX250B, has an 11-pin base and uses an inexpensive socket. Cathode and grid connections are brought out to multiple base pins, and, in addition, the grid is terminated in a low-inductance contact ring at the base of the tube which may be used for vhf operation. The anode is intended to be cooled by a horizontal air blast from a small fan. Dissipation is a function of cooling air, and a small phono-motor fan provides about 300 watts dissipation. For RTTY service, the power input level of the amplifier is dropped to about 600 watts. These levels are entirely compatible with the rating of the intermittent-duty power supply of the SB-200 amplifier.

The 8875 is mounted in a horizontal position in the approximate space previously occupied by the two glass tubes as shown in the chassis photo. The 11-pin tube socket is near the center of a small aluminum sub-chassis mounted to the rear wall of the amplifier enclosure. The existing cooling fan, mounted at the

---

**fig. 1.** Revised schematic for the SB-200 shows the 8875 zero-bias triode. The 8875 requires 6.3 volts and the filament voltage in the SB-200 is on the high side because of reduced current drain. The original filament-choke windings are removed and three new windings put in their place. The filament windings are two 44" lengths of no. 20 enameled wire: the cathode winding is a 44" length of no. 26 insulated wire. Each winding has a 3" pigtail. Twenty trifilar turns are wound on the ferrite form. The ends are tied with twine and given a drop of epoxy to hold the windings in place. The socket for the 8875 is an E. F. Johnson 124-311-100. The 150-pF grid bypass capacitors are dipped mica units.
bottom of the enclosure, is moved to a new position in respect to the anode of the 8875.

The revised circuit is shown in fig. 1. It uses most of the original components. A new filament choke or dropping resistor is required, as well as zener-diode bias for the 8875. All new components, with the exception of the zener fuse, are mounted within the sub-chassis, as shown in the rear-view photograph.

**mechanical modifications**

The first step is to remove the components around the existing 4-prong sockets, and then remove the sockets themselves.

Remove the filament choke from tie-point M. Unbolt tie-point AB, leaving the wiring connected. (See pictorial 11, page 39 of the Heath Instruction Manual. Original components are identified by their Heath nomenclature.) The next step is to cut out a rectangular hole on the rear wall of the enclosure as shown in the rear-view photo, with the dimensions shown in fig. 2. The new sub-chassis for the 8875 is placed over this hole. The sub-chassis is a 4 x 5 x 2-inch Bud AC-1404 chassis cut down to 1-¼” height and held in place with spade lugs and bolts. The tube socket is placed on the sub-chassis as shown in fig. 2.

The new sub-chassis interferes with various bolts holding the rf enclosure to the main chassis deck along the bottom rear edge, and it is necessary to provide clearance for these bolts. Proper clearance is provided by noting position of the bolts and drilling ¼-inch clearance holes in the sub-chassis at the points of interference.

Once the sub-chassis is in position, the
tube is placed in the socket and the phono fan moved until the blades are positioned beneath the anode of the tube as shown in fig. 3.

Fig. 2. SB-200 chassis modifications to accommodate the 8875. The enclosure cutout for the sub-chassis is shown in A. The modified sub-chassis for the 8875 socket is shown in B.

Electrical modifications

The portion of the original schematic of the SB-200 that is revised is shown in fig. 1. The 1N3307 8.2-volt zener diode is bolted firmly to the wall of the sub-chassis, using a thin coating of Wakefield Thermal Compound smeared on the zener stud to allow a good thermal bond. The new component layout in the sub-chassis is shown in the rear-view photograph.

Using the new tube, the existing filament voltage of the SB-200 is too high, and it is necessary to drop it slightly to avoid over-volting the tube filament; a 0.3-volt drop is necessary. This may be readily achieved by placing a 0.1-ohm wirewound resistor in series with one filament lead, or the filament choke may be rewound with the proper wire length and size to develop the required voltage drop. Since a cathode rf choke is required, the builder has the option of rewinding the present filament choke and adding a cathode winding as shown in fig. 1 or using the existing choke and adding a cathode rf choke and filament dropping resistor. The latter was done for the first tests, and a new trifilar rf choke was substituted at a later date.

Amplifier testing

When the modification is complete, all wiring should be checked and the resistance to ground from the anode clip should be checked. As in the original amplifier, before modification, the resistance should be about 180,000 ohms (the resistance of the filter bleeder resistor, $R_5 - R_{11}$). The amplifier should be connected to the exciter and to a dummy load. Before the amplifier is turned on, the exciter is tuned up, feeding through the unenergized antenna relay of the amplifier. The amplifier is now turned on, and the panel meter should read about +2400 volts in the HV position. Amplifier plate current is zero because of the cut-off bias voltage.

The amplifier controls are set as des-

Fig. 3. Phono-motor fan installation for the 8875. The motor must be moved so the shaft is in line with the center of the anode, and the tip of the fan blade clears the bottom of the tube by ¼ inch. The blade should also clear the edge of the anode by ¼ inch.
cried in the *Operating Procedure* section of the Heath Manual (page 47), and the amplifier is again turned on. With no driver output, the meter of the amplifier should indicate an idling plate current of about 20 milliamperes. A ninety-second cathode warm up time should be observed before excitation is applied to the amplifier.

The 8875. The drive level of the exciter is advanced until the plate current rises to about 200 milliamperes. Tuning and load controls are adjusted for maximum power output (minimum plate current) on the amplifier meter. Grid current should be about one division on the meter (25 milliamperes, or less). *Caution:* The 8875 is easy to drive; watch out for excessive grid current.

The amplifier may now be loaded for a maximum plate current of 500 milliamperes, using carrier injection from the exciter. Maximum grid current is 45 milliamperes. This corresponds to a drive level of 55 watts or less. Loading should be done quickly so as to not run excessive IVS plate current for more than 30 seconds or so.

When proper loading with carrier injection is achieved you will find that maximum power output occurs at this point along with the recommended values of plate and grid current. At maximum input the power output (measured with an accurate wattmeter) is between 520 watts (10 meters) and 630 watts (at the lower frequencies). Power gain is about 10 decibels. Under voice conditions, with no speech processing, voice peaks will run about 200 milliamperes on the meter.

Thanks to Merle Parten, KB6DC, and Dick Rasor, WA6NXB, for their help and assistance in modifying the amplifier and making measurements on the completed version.

**Conduction-cooled linear**

Modern power tubes such as the 8873-family have the capability of developing anode power dissipation densities (watts per square centimeter) comparable to the power densities in many jet and rocket engines. For this reason, effective cooling techniques are essential for long life and high tube reliability.

**Conduction cooling** is an efficient system of heat elimination, making use of the *heat source* (power tube or transistor), a heat transmission path (*thermal link*) and a *heat sink*, wherein the heat is removed. Many amateurs have seen transistors with tiny heat sinks on them; far fewer amateurs have observed heat-sink systems capable of dissipating several kilowatts of power. Such large systems exist, and the general design (suitably scaled down) may be adapted for use at amateur power levels. Although common in commercial and military gear, the heat-sink conduction-cooled system is just beginning to appear in amateur equipment (i.e., the Signal-One transceiver).

In the case of a power tube whose anode operates at a high voltage potential, the thermal link must have the dual properties of a thermal conductor and an electric insulator. One of the most practical materials for this task is *Beryllium Oxide* (BeO), an insulative ceramic (refractory) material which has the thermal conductive properties of aluminum.

The 8873 zero-bias power triode makes use of a BeO thermal link and external heat sink. The link is detachable,
providing mounting flexibility and reduced tube replacement cost. However, since two thermal interfaces occur with the detachable link (tube anode to link and link to heat sink), attention must be paid to ensure low thermal resistance at these two interfaces if optimum cooling performance is to be achieved.

The heat sink, receiving heat through the thermal link from the tube anode, emits energy in the form of radiant heat. The quantity of heat radiated depends upon the absolute temperature of the sink relative to the surrounding environment and the nature of its surface. A heat sink operating at an elevated temperature compared to its environment will transfer heat to the environment by radiation, convection and conduction, as is done in this case.

The added output capacitance of the tube supplied by the thermal link and heat sink is typically 6 to 10 pF, and this must be taken into account when vhf tank circuits are concerned.

The heat sink used with power tubes may be liquid or air cooled. In this case two or three hundred watts of anode dissipation are required so air cooling is feasible.

the 8873

The 8873, like the 8875, is a ceramic/metal, zero-bias triode intended for hf and vhf service up to 450 MHz or so. No air cooling of the base is required if the socket is mounted on a chassis which has
sufficiently low thermal resistance to drain the filament heat away from the stem of the tube.

The 8873 seemed a natural for retrofit in an existing Heath SB-200 amplifier. It was planned that the cabinet and power supply of the SB-200 could be used as a test bed for future experiments (such as a 50 MHz or 144 MHz amplifier) so a new, two-piece aluminum chassis was made. The power supply was rebuilt on one chassis and the amplifier section on another. Both units were then bolted together to resemble the original Heath chassis and shields. An amateur intending to modify his own SB-200 to this design probably would use the Heath metal work as-is.

**heatsinking the SB-200 chassis**

The 8873 anode is heat sunk to a finned radiator mounted at the rear of the amplifier enclosure. Generally speaking, the modification consists of removing the present tubes, sockets and auxiliary components and reworking the circuit electrically as described in the 8875 modification. Views of the heat sink installation are shown in the photographs. The heat sink measures 7-3/4 x 4-1/4 inches and is mounted to the chassis and side walls about 8-3/4 inches behind the front wall of the enclosure. The 8873 socket mounts in the center of the enclosure, with the center of the socket about 15/16-inch from the smooth surface of the heat sink.

Anode heat flows from the 8873, through a BeO insulating block into the heat sink. Good bonding is essential between these three components in order to hold anode core and seal temperatures below the maximum permitted rating of 250°C. To hold the components firmly together, a DE-STA-CO toggle clamp is mounted in front of the tube. A small ½-inch ceramic insulator is substituted for the rubber nose of the clamp, which presses against the tube and heat sink. While the clamping action takes place, the tube and socket should be free to move. Accordingly, the socket is mounted in a clamp ring so that a slight amount of

Bottom view of amplifier chassis shows sub-mounted tube socket. Chassis bolt holes are slotted so tube and socket may be moved slightly so the anode is properly seated against the heat sink. The rear of the amplifier chassis has been cut away below the heat sink so cooling air may pass through the fins. Filament choke is at upper right with zener diode mounted on chassis at upper left.

heat sink. The socket is then tightened in position after alignment and clamping takes place.

The heat sink provides about 160 watts of continuous anode dissipation when cooled by normal currents of 20°C air (room temperature). It is possible to raise the dissipation of the sink to about 200 continuous watts by passing cooling
air across it from the small phono-motor fan which was a part of the original SB-200 assembly. The fan was included in this design, along with a thermal switch. To hold tube base temperature to a safe level, slots were cut in the chassis around the tube socket to allow cooling air from beneath the chassis to flow up and around the tube base (see under-chassis photo).

amplifier operation

Tuning and loading of the amplifier is normal, and follows the procedure outlined in the 8875 description. Under most operating conditions, the heat-sink temperature does not rise to the point at which the cooling fan is actuated, and amplifier operation is completely noiseless, a welcome “sound” these days!

While this unit is considered to be experimental, it points the way to the amplifier design of tomorrow: heat-sunk, noiseless, compact and highly efficient — quite a far cry from the old days of rack mounted gear, heavy, buzzing power supplies and black-crackle panels. How time flies!

When the temperature of the heat sink approaches a value that indicates high anode temperature, the fan is automatically switched on, increasing the capacity of the sink and protecting it from long-winded rag chewers and marathon talkers.

To determine the capacity of the heat sink system, temperature runs were made on the sink and tube anode, with various values of anode dissipation. Heat-sink and anode temperature were measured with temperature sensitive paint, and the thermal switch was moved about on the sink until it switched on when anode temperature reached about 180° C, well below the upper design limit of the tube.

Again, thanks to K6DC and WA6NXB for their assistance in this experimental project.

reference

A highly accurate heterodyne-type frequency meter that provides crystal-controlled frequency markers on two meters.

On two-meter fm a .005% tolerance crystal can put your transmitter outside the passband of a narrow-band receiver, even if it is working into the same capacitance at which it was calibrated. If the capacitive load is very much different it can even put you closer to the next channel. This is why frequency-shifting capacitors must be adjusted to the crystal in use.

In the local area there are half a dozen hams who have access to laboratory standards and measurement equipment who will help you get your gear on the frequency—six different ones. These amateurs are performing a very useful service but one wonders where the frequency actually is. A fairly accurate answer can be provided by a relatively simple and inexpensive piece of gear.

The unit shown in the photographs measures 2x5x6 inches and weighs 26 ounces complete with batteries. It can be used to adjust a transmitter or receiver to any channel at 60-kHz intervals from 146.94 MHz to below 145 MHz. Immediately after calibration it will be within 15 Hz, which is roughly 1/100,000% or one part in 10^7. From day to day, at comfortable shirtsleeve temperatures, the instrument stays within 100 Hz.
how it works

A crystal-controlled oscillator at 49 MHz feeds a buffer-tripler with an output at 147 MHz. This stage is coupled to the emitter of a mixer or modulated amplifier stage. Another crystal-controlled oscillator at 60 kHz with high harmonic output feeds an emitter-follower buffer which drives the base of the mixer, modulating the vhf signal at 60 kHz and its harmonics. The first lower sideband is on 146.94 MHz, and strong signals are available at 60-kHz intervals to below 144 MHz. The output of the mixer feeds a 19-inch whip antenna to radiate signals for receiver calibration.

The antenna and mixer also feed a full-wave diode detector to obtain a beat note between the internally generated signal and a signal at the antenna. A capacitively coupled transistor audio stage provides enough output to a broadcast receiver earpiece to permit adjustment of a transmitter to within about 30 Hz of the internal frequency. Tip jacks on the front of the unit allow connection of a low-range (5-volt) dc voltmeter across the dc detector output. Unless the meter is highly damped, the needle will quiver before the beat note becomes inaudible, and when the meter swings from minimum to maximum and back less than once a second, you have matched the frequencies within 1 Hz.

construction

The frequency meter shown in the photographs was built in a surplus module of uncertain source and purpose which contained most of the parts and circuitry of the calibrator. Where possible the original circuits were used without any attempt to optimize the component values. In the 60 kHz oscillator, it was found necessary to provide a tip jack to read this frequency for calibration checks after the unit was in its case. Since the crystal in this circuit was within 0.1 Hz of the intended frequency, a variable capacitor in series or parallel with the crystal seemed unnecessary. The frequency of the 49 MHz oscillator is adjusted at L1. Substitution of parts or complete circuits of sections of the unit should work equally well.

The circuit is shown in block form in fig. 1; a schematic is shown in fig. 2. Parts layout is not critical and can follow the dictates of the available housing and the preference of the builder. Some of the features of this unit, however, might deserve consideration.

First, a sturdy chassis is required for high-stability portable gear. All parts must be securely mounted; in this unit the crystals and their sockets are attached to the chassis with epoxy cement. Power to each oscillator is supplied through a dropping resistor with a 6.3-volt zener to ground; a 20% drop in battery voltage can be tolerated without affecting the frequencies. The enclosure was made from flashing copper sheet and permits rf coupling into and out of the unit only at the antenna jack. Audio and meter connections are bypassed at the jacks. Two paralleled 9-volt batteries provide long life at the 33 mA load.

calibration

This instrument was calibrated by using an available crystal standard con-
fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the two-meter fm frequency meter. The extensive decoupling circuits and most of the component values were part of the original equipment.

L1 8 turns no. 20, ¼" diameter
L2 3 turns no. 20, wound over L1
L3 4 turns no. 20, ¼" diameter
L4 1½ turns no. 20, wound over L3
L5 3½ turns no. 20, ¼" diameter
L6 2½ turns no. 20, wound over L5

3 turns no. 20, wound over L1
stantly monitored against a WWV broadcast. 10 MHz was used, but where other frequencies are more reliable, the same principles can be applied. This 10 MHz oscillator will hold within 0.5 Hz for the duration of the calibration process. It is followed by a divider to 1 MHz and a multiplier to 50 MHz, both of which feed a mixer. This results in a signal at 49 MHz plus or minus 2.5 Hz. The unit can be adjusted so that its signal, when fed to a receiver along with the 49 MHz standard frequency, will swing the S-meter less than once per second. The cumulative errors at 49 MHz, when tripled, net a maximum error of 10.5 Hz at 147 MHz.

By a similar process, the 60-kHz oscillator can be compared with the WWV signal and adjusted easily to within 0.1 Hz. Since this frequency is multiplied by 1 at 146.94 MHz and by only 20 down to 145.80 MHz, this error does not exceed 2 Hz. It was found necessary to bring this frequency out to a tip jack on the panel for calibration purposes.

This system results in an error of less than 15 Hz within the intended range of the device. This is not as good as the best laboratory counters, but is cheaper, more rugged, portable, battery powered, and always available.

**Use**

The simple frequency meter is used just like the LM, BC 221, or other heterodyne frequency meters with an audio detector, except that a low-range, high-resistance dc voltmeter can be used to monitor the beat note at less than audio frequency. The signal from the unit can be picked up on the receiver under test, and the receiver's oscillator adjusted until its discriminator voltage is zero, or as otherwise directed for that receiver.

To adjust a transmitter frequency, the unit must be within about 20 feet of the transmitting antenna for powers of ten watts or above. The transmitter frequency is adjusted for zero beat as heard in the earpiece or shown on the meter. In practice, little equipment has been encountered which can be adjusted below the beat note range without meticulous care. But this is much better than most of the ham transmitters you are likely to hear. Also, it is comforting to know that the error is mostly in the transmitter or receiver adjustment, and not in the test equipment.
Have you been avoiding vhf operation because of construction difficulties?

Then meet the “220 Lady”

The apparatus shown in the photographs accompanying this article is a class-C rf power amplifier for the 220-MHz amateur band. It was designed and built to disprove the remarks made by hams who claim that operation on 220 MHz presents too many technical difficulties. The classic remark is, “220 MHz is just too hard to get on.” Well, all that is changed now.

The amplifier described here has features that should appeal even to the most skeptical vhf critic. Standard parts are used, and if my layout and construction suggestions are followed, the amplifier will give a good account of itself with a minimum of debugging.

After a considerable amount of thought on the subject of why many hams shy away from building vhf amplifiers, I arrived at the real reason: neutralization. Since this is the main objection, I decided to put it out of the picture once
and for all by designing an amplifier that requires absolutely no neutralization whatsoever. I further decided that the amplifier should require such minimal drive that the driver could be a multiplier (again, no neutralization).

I dubbed this amplifier the "220 Lady," simply because it behaves like a lady — in the classic sense, that is! From the moment it was first fired up, it was a perfect example of what a good amplifier should be: tame, cool running, and efficient. In fact, the night it was completed this amplifier was the subject of a lecture given at the Wichita Amateur Radio Club.

Other than praise, there's little else to be said about the amplifier, as the schematic (fig. 1) and the excellent photographs (taken by a friend, Mike McConnel) just about tell the whole story.

### bias requirements

I hope you'll put the little bias supply where I did — under the chassis where it belongs! As to setting the bias voltage,
Top-chassis view of the amplifier. Parts layout should be close to that shown for trouble-free results.

phone operation

You want to modulate the rig? By all means, go ahead and plate modulate; remember, the amplifier is operating at class C. Interested in ssb? Just decrease the bias and increase the screen voltage, which should be obtained from a separate source, of course. Your scope will tell you when you have the correct bias adjustments.

tube considerations

If you have a 5894 it may be substituted for the 7854 but this may present neutralization problems which we're trying to avoid. Using the 7854, I obtained rated output with a type 6360 tube as a driver-tripler. Drive power is no problem; only a watt or two is required.

The amplifier should not be operated at dc inputs exceeding 50-60 watts. Initial fig. 1. Schematic of the "220 Lady." Neutralization has been eliminated in this amplifier. Full dc input of 50 watts requires only one or two watts of drive.
circuit adjustments should be made with the aid of a grid-dip oscillator. These dual tetrodes (7854, etc.) don’t take kindly to excessive out-of-resonance maltreatment.*

conclusions

This amplifier is just about the ultimate from the standpoint of cost and construction simplicity, but don’t be deceived— it’s a real performer. The amplifier is designed for cw and really does a good job in this mode.

This article is a cart-before-the-horse thing. I told Jim Fisk I had an article on the exciter for this amplifier, but second thoughts led me to rebuild it for appearance as well as efficiency. So maybe this amplifier will at least soothe the editor as well as convince a few more fellows that it really isn’t “hard to get on 220 MHz.”

reference

1. G. R. Jessop, C. Eng., MIERE, G6JP, “Vhf- uhf Manual,” Comtec Book Division, Box 592, Amherst, New Hampshire 03031 ($3.75 ppd). *Although not shown in the schematic, good insurance against tube failure is a screen-grid protective circuit. Several schemes are shown in the ARRL handbook. editor.

ham radio

Pound for pound the strongest self-supporting steel towers available.

The new economy MW Series towers are designed to support up to 9½ sq. ft. of antenna area. Featuring Tri-Ex’s extra strong torsional twist resistant “W” bracing, the all steel MW crank-up towers come in three sizes, each fully galvanized for carefree maintenance. Models available, by height, are: MW-35’, MW-50’, and MW-65’. Nested height is between 21’ and 22’. Hinged base and wall bracket included with MW tower order! See your local dealer or write for free catalog today. Prices start as low as:

$157.35
EIMAC's new 8873 family of grounded grid, zero bias triodes offers you top-man-on-the-frequency performance to 432 MHz.

(Imagine how these tubes will work at 14 MHz).

EIMAC's many contributions to grounded grid triode design and production have now been combined with the advantage of rugged, low-profile ceramic/metal assembly to bring you this new family of impressive high-mu triodes. They're inexpensive, and work up to 1000 watts PEP input at frequencies up through 432 MHz. Quickly, here are the outstanding features of these state-of-the-art tubes:

88 and 73

The numerals 88 and 73 have been a tradition in communications language for almost 120 years. The older of the two, 73, appeared in 1853, meaning "My love to you." In 1857, the first official definition made it a "fraternal greeting between operators." Two years later, 1859, Western Union made "73" a part of their "92 Code" to indicate "Accept my compliments." The final change came in 1895, when "73" meant "Best Regards" for the telegraph, and later for radio operators.

"88" never received the formality of an official listing until it was adopted as one of the "Ham Abbreviations." It had been one of the telegraph operators' traditional terms since well before the turn of the Century. During the First World War, "88" was used by the U. S. Army Signal Corps, again strictly as an operator's abbreviation in unofficial communications. At the close of WWI, "88" achieved official status as a part of amateur radio terminology: "love and kisses."

Louise Ramsey Moreau, WB6BBO/W3WRE

More Details? CHECK-OFF Page 94
1. Up to 1000 watts PEP input per tube to 432 MHz. Typically, 2000 volts at peak dc plate current of 500 milliamperes.

2. Indirectly heated cathode. No expensive filament choke needed for grounded grid HF operation as filament is electrically isolated from cathode.

3. Easy to drive. Extremely low grid interception plus EIMAC's exclusive self-focusing cathode combine to provide high power gain, high overall efficiency and low, low intermodulation distortion.

4. May be driven to full rated input with solid state driver in many cases.

5. Inexpensive ($1.25) socket. No air ducting required. No expensive glass chimney. 11-pin low inductance base and VHF grid ring provide excellent intra-stage isolation.

6. Heat sink cooling available to full anode dissipation.

7. Tubes may be mounted in any position, greatly aiding circuit layout.

8. And, of course, no bulky screen or bias supply needed!

Another example of EIMAC's ability to provide tomorrow's tubes today!

Here are the numbers to prove it:

**The EIMAC 8873** is a grounded grid triode designed for conduction cooling to a heat sink. See this 1971 design in tomorrow's ham gear.

**The EIMAC 8874** is electrically equivalent to the 8873 but has a 400 watt anode designed for axial-flow, forced air cooling.

**The EIMAC 8875** is also similar to the 8873 with a 300 watt anode designed for transverse air cooling with a quiet and inexpensive "phono motor" fan.

A pair of any of these exceptional triodes will fit in the palm of your hand. And will provide you a full 2000 watts PEP input for voice. They're rated for continuous RTTY service, too. We've built a single tube kilowatt 432 MHz stripline amplifier. It'll run 50% overall efficiency with 25 watts drive. More than adequate for successful moonbounce operation!

14 MHz DX operation ... RTTY ... moonbounce at 432 MHz ... widely separated goals, but all met by one family of rugged, ceramic/metal grounded grid triodes, by EIMAC.

**TYPICAL OPERATION, INTERMITTENT VOICE SERVICE TO 30 MHz**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plate Voltage</th>
<th>Zero-Signal Plate Current</th>
<th>Single-Tone IVS Plate Current</th>
<th>Useful Power Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2000 V</td>
<td>22 mA</td>
<td>500 mA</td>
<td>587 W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Peak Drive Power</th>
<th>Cathode Voltage</th>
<th>Resonant Load Impedance</th>
<th>Intermodulation Distortion Products</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>26 W</td>
<td>±8.2 V</td>
<td>2140Ω</td>
<td>3rd order: -35dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Write to EIMAC for full details and suggested circuitry for this new family of tubes. The 8873, 8874 and 8875. And 8873 to you. EIMAC, 301 Industrial Way, San Carlos, California 94070. Phone: (415) 592-1221.
inexpensive swr indicator

A simple, easily constructed device that indicates behavior of your feedline at any point

The fact that this standing-wave indicator is inexpensive in no way detracts from its usefulness as a measuring instrument in the ham shack. It's not an in-line device and is not connected to the transmitter. Therefore it contributes no insertion loss and doesn't disturb the circuit with which it's used. It is simply an rf-current loop connected to a half-wave rectifier that actuates a sensitive dc microammeter.

antenna feedlines

I believe it's self-evident that there's no such thing as a perfect antenna. This leaves the ham with a choice of alternative compromises. He can erect a dipole antenna, which seems to be the most popular on the four lower-frequency amateur bands. Then comes the decision as to the best method of feeding the dipole. More and more hams are using RG-8/U 50-ohm coaxial cable. The reasons are low cost, trouble-free service, and high efficiency.

The low impedance of RG-8/U dictates a current-fed system. It's well known that the feedpoint impedance of a half-wave dipole is closer to 70 than 50 ohms. This means that a mismatch will exist between the feedline and the antenna, which is a starting point for a whole series of loss parameters.

cut-and-try matching

One of the usual ways of compensating for the mismatch between 50-ohm line and the antenna feed point impedance is to start cutting the line, which may partly reduce mismatch loss to a minimum. Another method is to use some type of matching device between transmitter and antenna so that the transmitter is looking into the terminating impedance for which it was designed. This involves added expense, so the average ham uses the cut-and-try approach until the transmission line electrical length is close to a half-wavelength or multiple thereof at the operating frequency. When this condition is met, the transmitter will load properly.

All the cut-and-try matching method does is improve the transmitter-to-line match; it does not improve the impedance match between transmission line and antenna. Transmission lines with a characteristic impedance of 70 to 75 ohms present a better match to a dipole, but this line is more expensive for the maximum legal power. Therefore, most hams use the more inexpensive 50-ohm cable and live with the consequent impedance mismatch.

Any mismatch — at the antenna or transmitter or both — can be indicated to a varied degree by an swr meter, which is generally inserted between transmitter and the load. When the swr meter indicates a 1:1 ratio, this means that the transmitter is presented with a load whose impedance is equal to that of the
transmitter output circuit. It does not necessarily indicate that the transmission line is matched to the antenna.

**matching at both ends**

How then, you might well ask, can one tell how closely the feed line is matched at the transmitter and the antenna? Merely by building and using the swr indicator described here. Because this instrument will indicate the standing wave ratio at any point, and therefore at all points along the feedline, it is much more useful than the ordinary swr bridge/indicator usually employed.

If you doubt what I'm saying, just take that swr bridge you've purchased and insert it into your transmission line at various distances from your transmitter by adding lengths of line, and you'll see immediately what I'm trying to put across. You'll find that the swr meter reads differently for each length of cable added. If it doesn't, pat yourself on the back, because you have a near-perfect impedance match between your rig and the antenna.

**construction**

The swr indicator is simple to build, as the photo shows. Total cash outlay for parts will be somewhere between $5.00 and about $14.00, depending on how much you want to spend for the most expensive component—the microammeter. A complete parts list is provided in table 1.

The coil is constructed with no. 14 dcc wire. Six turns are wound on a ½-inch-diameter dowel, with one layer of Saran wrap between wire and form to make coil removal easy. A coat of polystyrene dope is then applied to the coil to make it rigid.

A 20-microamp meter makes a sufficiently sensitive indicator, which will indicate currents as low as 1 microamp—sufficient for very low-powered transmitters.

I used a 1N34A diode rectifier, as it exhibits little frequency sensitivity from the lowest ham band to 250 MHz. Sufficient indication was obtained on all bands, so no tuned circuit was used. However, the sensitivity can be increased for one particular frequency by connecting a variable capacitor across the coil.

The coil and diode were mounted on a piece of perf board, which was mounted directly onto the two machine screws at the rear of the meter. Watch the rectifier polarity—the positive end is connected to the positive side of the meter, and vice versa.

The only other component is a 1500-pF ceramic capacitor mounted across the meter terminals to bypass rf around the meter movement. The current is small, so solder well.

**operating principles**

Quite heavy current flows in the center conductor of a coaxial cable. The same current also appears in the outside braid. The only difference is that the current is concentrated in the inner con-
table 1. Parts list for the inexpensive swr indicator.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>quantity</th>
<th>Component</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>20-microampere meter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1N34A diode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>.0015 µF ceramic capacitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>perf board, 2¼ in. square</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>meter connecting lugs, washers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>.065-in. connectors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 length</td>
<td>no. 14 dec wire, 20 in. long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>polystyrene coil dope 1 x 2 in. plastic sheet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>solder and hook-up wire</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ductor but is diffused to a great extent in the outer braid, which is capable of conducting about ten times the current in the inner conductor. However, the same amount of current is carried by the braid. It is this diffused, very minute current, that is indicated by the swr meter.

using the instrument

The outgoing current and any reflected current in the feedline will add and subtract in the feedline to form nodes (high current) or near-nulls (low current) at various points, which are generally unpredictable. Sometimes a device called a transmatch is connected between transmitter and feedline to reduce the difference between these two currents; i.e., to tune the line. Such devices introduce some loss into the system.

The swr indicator described here is not an in-line device. It is slipped over the transmitter-end of the feedline, and the feedline reconnected to the transmitter. The transmitter is then turned on, but not keyed. Then, while the indicator coil is held in one spot on the line, the transmitter is keyed for length of time to make one dot. The meter should show an indication. The procedure continues as follows:

Slip the device along the cable a few feet, and again key a dot on the transmitter. This reading will probably be higher than the first. Either way, it will indicate a standing wave on your feedline.

Mark the feedline at one-foot intervals as far as possible with a light-colored crayon. Generally, there will be from 6 to 15 feet of line inside the shack that you can so mark. Move the coil along the line, key the rig and record the data. At one point you’ll get a maximum reading, either side of which the indication will decrease. At another point on the line you’ll get a minimum reading, either side of which the reading will increase. In my case, a node and null were obtained in just 6 feet of line, so I knew I had a high swr. If your swr is low, you may have to move the device along the line a greater distance to determine where node and null occur.

determining swr

Once you have recorded the readings on the meter, merely divide the lowest into the highest reading. The quotient is a sufficiently accurate indication of swr for most ham purposes.

My feedline runs outdoors parallel to the ground for about 20 feet before heading up to hang at a right angle to the dipole. I used a coat hanger bracket to hold the meter onto a wood pole; this arrangement was slid along the cable to take additional readings. I obtained the same node/null readings as on the indoor section of line, so this procedure may not always be necessary or convenient. These indications, of course, occurred at distances further apart at 40 meters than on the higher bands.

conclusion

If, by chance, your swr is really low; i.e., very close to unity, this fact would be immediately obvious due to the very slight difference in meter readings over a quarter-wavelength of line at the operating frequency.

The main advantage of this little device over an in-line instrument, such as the swr meter, is that no insertion loss or mismatch occurs between transmitter and load. Such loss may be significant at certain frequencies and power levels.
Single transmission line "TRI-BAND ® ARRAY"

By the only test that means anything... on the air comparison... this array continues to outperform all competition... and has for two decades. Here's why... Telrex uses a unique trap design employing 20 HiQ 7500V ceramic condensers per antenna. Telrex uses 3 optimum-spaced, optimum-tuned reflectors to provide maximum gain and true F/B Tri-band performance.

ONLY TELREX GIVES YOU ALL THESE FEATURES...
- Power rating 4 KW PEP...
- Wind rating survival 110 MPH
- Patented broad-band coaxial Balun
- Heavy-duty steel gusset mounting plate
- Aluminum boom 2 in., 2½ in. O.D. x 18 ft.
- Large diameter, .058 wall swaged dural elements for minimum weight and exceptional strength to weight ratio
- Stainless steel electrical hardware

With a Telrex Tri-band Array you get 49 lbs. of educated aluminum engineered and built to provide many, many years of performance unmatched around the world by any other make. Longest element 36 ft. Turning radius 20 ft. Shipping weight 65 lbs. Shipping container 13 in. x 5 in. x 13 ft.

Note: If not available from your dealer, order direct. You'll get fast, personal service.

Telrex Labs are design engineers, innovators and manufacturers of the world's finest ¼ to 160 meter communication systems and accessories priced from $25 to $25,000.

For technical data and prices on complete Telrex line, write for Catalog PL 70.
fire protection

in the ham shack

With a few simple precautions, the electrical and fire hazards in your shack can be minimized.

Hot rocks and hot receivers are fine to have around the ham shack, but not when they are caused by a "hot house" — in other words, fire. Wherever there's electrical gear, there's always the chance of fire. Furthermore, there is always other fire-prone stuff either in use or lying around the busy shack.

It shouldn't take much talk to convince any serious ham he should make a fire-safety check at regular intervals. The only trouble with this plan is that many fire-prevention precautions are so darn simple that they get overlooked. Let's look over some of the commonest hazards, and work up a check list to keep from missing any.

electrical fires

Hams have a special problem. A fire in the ham shack is always likely to be or become an electrical fire, because there is always electric power around. This situation demands special precautions. You can't just pick up a bucket of water and heave it on. (Assuming normal equipment in your shack includes a bucket of water — mildly unusual for a radio station, you must admit!)

First, what is an "electrical fire?" Well, it always begins with an arc.
sulation breaks down, or the applied voltage is too high for the insulation, an arc "happens." Temperatures in even a tiny arc get pretty high — up into the thousands of degrees.

The heat can melt ordinary insulating material, crack ceramic insulators, and raise the dickens in general. It can even make insulators into conductors, by carbonizing them! Phenolic and similar insulators turn into carbon when they're burned, and away we go with more arcing. Carbon encourages the arc, which gets hotter, which carbonizes more of the insulator, and so on and on. The heat generated melts other insulation on nearby wiring — which can start still more arcs. You can wind up with a real mess.

You could build a chassis that is absolutely fire-safe, if you want to. Glass-insulated wire, ceramic insulators, chassis coated with Teflon, and liquid asbestos sprayed over the whole thing... all would help, but would skyrocket the cost and be a lot of trouble. There's an easier answer — just give the thing better protection. If you can stop an arc as soon as it starts, you're in; the unit will easily keep its own cool. One way is simply by removing the power.

fuses as friends

The easiest way to stop an electrical fire is to keep it from getting started. What that boils down to is fuse protection on all electrical equipment in the shack! You might have the dangerous idea that "Aw, what the heck! It's only 110 volts!" That little ol' 110 volts has all the current available it needs to burn your shack to the ground. Current is what makes an arc so hot and destructive. (An arc-welder puts very low voltage on its electrodes, but the dozens of amperes that flow in them can melt steel.)

Fuses are affected mainly by current. The voltage rating you see on a fuse is put there so you won't use it in some circuit where the voltage is so high that an arc could form across the fuse after the fusible wire inside has melted. The principle of correct fusing is: use a fuse that can carry the normal current load, but will open up instantly whenever there is a serious current overload (such as caused by an arc).

There are also small circuit breakers, which do the same job of protection. Chassis-mount circuit breakers come in ratings from 0.325-amp up to 7.0 amps. The kind that go in the ac line range from 5.0 amps to any size you need. However, the small ones will protect ham gear.

So, there's the first point for your fire-prevention check check list. Make sure every piece of gear in the place, down to the soldering iron, is protected by fuses of the right size! When you build
anything, even kits, if the designer didn’t use fuses where he should have, you add them! There is a simply amazing number of units that have no protection at all, or not enough.

The diagram in fig. 1A shows two places where they’ll do the most good. If your rig uses the popular bridge rectifier circuit as in fig. 1B, the secondary fuse is best put in the dc output circuit. A short in one of the rectifiers or filter capacitors would have to blow the primary fuse.

You need to know only one thing to add a fuse: how much current the equipment draws normally. Add a little safety factor of about 50%. Up to about 10 amps, the fuse rating can be about double the normal current; in the higher values, up to 15 or 20 amps, use a smaller margin.

To find out normal current for a B+ fuse, insert a dc milliammeter at the point where the fuse is to be connected. Primary fuses aren’t that easy to figure, since ac ammeters aren’t common. Easy way: hook a 1-ohm wirewound resistor (big watts) in series with the primary, and read the ac voltage across it with the equipment operating at full load. A 1-volt drop means 1 amp of alternating current is flowing (automatic Ohm’s-law computer). On factory-built gear, there is a rating-plate, usually near the line cord. Divide the wattage by 115 to calculate the primary current.

If you have some piece of gear that needs a fuse, but the chassis is so crowded it would be hard to mount, try a “fusible plug” on the line cord. A pair of glass cartridge fuses, which can be any size from ½-amp up to 20-amp or more, fit into push-in clips. To replace a blown fuse, you just push it out of one end with a stick or kitchen match, and push the new fuse in.

So, the fuse is your answer. You can’t usually clear a short once the arc has started, so you had better get power off that circuit as quickly as you can. The best way is with a fuse. Without current, the arc must stop. Result: no more fire hazard.

behind the wall outlets

An important factor in fire safety is the ac wiring. If you live in a house more than 20 years old, look it over. The fixtures (outlets, switches, etc.) used then weren’t as good as those now. Besides, they’re 20 years old. Wall outlets and

---JE

fig. 1. Methods of fusing power supplies.
receptacles were rated at about 600 watts, which isn’t much today. Plug in a big transmitter, a receiver, and a soldering iron, and you’ve had it.

Plug in a big transmitter, a receiver, and a soldering iron, and you’ve had it.

So what happens? The contacts (even if they’re bright and clean, which they’re not) get hot. This makes them tarnish, which makes them get dirtier, which makes them... (sound of fire sirens approaching).

Modern outlets have a minimum rating of 15 amps, or 1800 watts, and you can buy 20-amp types for practically the same price. Contacts run cool.

The ac wiring in old houses is often only number 14 solid, which is not very heavy. Maximum current it can safely carry is a measly 4.6 amps. More than that makes the wire get hot. And there you have another fire hazard.

The shack can have surface-type fittings, with Romex cable along the surface of walls or floor, on the underside of the operating bench, etc. However, be sure the wire can carry your maximum load - and then some.

Don’t start heavy shack-wiring at an existing outlet-box. This is worse than useless; it’s dangerous. If you tap a wall outlet that happens to be at the end of about 50 feet of number 14 wire, you can heat up the old wire with the overload. If special ham-shack wiring is installed, go all the way to the main breaker-box or load-center, and run new heavy wire from there.

If you have a big rig, say a full-gallon transmitter plus a good-sized receiver, those babies are going to draw a pretty good hunk of current. With a kilowatt of rf coming out, the transmitter alone can use up 2000 watts. The receiver takes another 150-200. That’s crowding even the best modern outlets.

It would be better to run a special line right into the transmitter cabinet. A pair of standard home-type circuit breakers (one in each side of the line) can mount on the back of the cabinet in a neat metal box. You can also use them as a master switch when you want to work on the transmitter.

the lightning hazard

Lightning is a fire danger you can’t always do a whole lot about. With that nice, big four-element “lightning-rod” sticking up outside, you’re apt to get a shot once in a while. The basis of all lightning protection is keeping the hot stuff outside the building and shuttling it off to ground as quickly as possible.

Thing number 1 is a good lightning arrester. You can’t actually “arrest” lightning, but you can “steer it” some place where it will do the least damage, and where it won’t set the place afire. An arrester carries the energy off to ground by providing an easy path for it. The connection from arrester to ground had better be short, heavy, and direct. A too-small ground wire will simply vaporize if it gets a solid hit.

The coaxial transmission lines so popular now are safer than older open-wire lines. You can make a good lightning arrester from the cable itself. Carefully slit the outer jacket, near where the line enters the building. Turn the insulation back, and wrap 8-10 turns of clean,
heavy, bare copper wire snugly around it. Don’t solder it; you’ll melt the plastic insulation. Cover this with at least two layers of tightly wrapped plastic tape, and spray the outside with a couple of coats of an acrylic plastic like “Krylon Clear.” Run the other end of the copper wire straight down (don’t make sharp bends in it) to an 8-foot ground rod, driven all the way in.

For open-wire transmission lines, a wide-spaced spdt knife switch can be used to disconnect the transmitter and ground the antenna when you’re not around.

Even with these precautions, a direct hit can wander all over your incoming leads and wires. To minimize the chance of a fire starting, run all transmission lines well away from wooden walls, drapes, and any flammable materials. Even a coaxial transmission line can get very, very hot if it’s carrying a lightning surge.

A system of good grounds is one of your best lightning-damage preventives inside the shack. Run a good, heavy wire from your transmitter cabinet (receiver, cabinet, too) over to a good ground — cold-water pipe if you must, but the deep rod outside is better. Upstairs shacks must use a very heavy ground cable; you can often get pieces of stranded pole-guy cable from the power company.

A surprising amount of energy is floating around on the ac power lines when you get smacked by lightning. So, proper-sized fuses can do a lot to protect your stuff. With a direct hit, the fuses will vaporize instantly (and the fuse-holder may, too — wait till you see a 2-pound ceramic fuse-holder blown to powder!). However, when they go, they’ll leave the circuit open, and there won’t be so much likelihood of arcing from the hot power-line to start fires.

diverse dangers

Watch the common things you’re apt to forget. Take the soldering iron. It’s handy and all that, but it does get plenty hot. Put yours on a heavy stand that can’t tip over. A stand with a screen or mesh cover over the barrel is best. Keep rags or scratch-paper away from the barrel of the iron. Be a good housekeeper, and you’ll be much more fire-safe.

Now and then you have to use chemical compounds to clean things around the shack. Switches and such things get dirty, and you have to police-up so they’ll work again. Be darn sure the cleaner is fireproof. Nobody in his right mind would use gasoline for this, but lighter fluid can be just as dangerous. A little vapor . . . a spark . . . and BOOM.

Carbon-tet is fireproof, but the vapor can make you pretty sick. The safe stuff is the spray-can cleaners. They’re nonflammable, and there are no noxious vapors. Also, they do a better job of cleaning.

If your shack is in its own separate little building, a gas stove for heating can be dangerous, especially the open-flame type without a vent to the outside. Check the connecting hose at the gas outlet often, to make sure there’s no leak. Natural gas is bad enough, but bottle-gas is worse in one respect: It’s heavier than
air. If there’s a leak, a layer of gas forms from the floor up. When the layer gets high enough, any spark (like turning on the shack lights) can set it off. Then, if you don’t have a fire, you may have an air-conditioned shack — no windows, and maybe no door (and probably no roof).

Heating gas is odorized so you can smell a leak. So, if you think you smell a skunk when you walk in, keep your fingers off the switches until you find out what’s causing the smell.

**if prevention fails**

We’ve mentioned the most likely conflagration-commencers, and how to keep them from starting a fire. What do you do if a fire suddenly blazes up anyway? Easy — grab your fire extinguisher and pour it on. That’s fine, but . . . be darn sure you grab the right kind of fire extinguisher! The wrong kind can get you killed.

If there is any electrical hot stuff in or near the fire, and there probably will be somewhere, *DON’T* use a soda-acid, a foam, or a carbon-tetrachloride extinguisher.

The soda-acid types are those old ones you see hanging on the walls with a hose on top. You turn them upside down to spray the fire. The solution in them is mostly plain water. You can figure out what can happen when a half-inch stream of conductive water hits a live 2,000 volts, with you hanging onto the metal case. You’d better hope you’re standing on dry rubber.

The foam types contain mostly water mixed with special chemicals. The popular carbon-tetrachloride types are okay if you’re out-of-doors. Carbon-tet is a very good fire-extinguishing fluid, but when it strikes a hot fire, the fumes are deadly poison! They are phosgene, the toxic gas used during World War I. In a small room, and most ham shacks are small, it can put you off the air permanently in just a little while. So, don’t use carbon-tet in the shack, unless you have time to stop and put on a gas mask!

There are three types of extinguishers recommended for use on electrical fires. The best known of these is the CO₂ type . . . or “fogbottle,” as some people call them. (Don’t confuse it with what a fireman calls a “fog nozzle” which is a special hose-nozzle that sprays plain water in a very fine mist.) The carbon-dioxide gas smothers a fire by keeping it from getting enough oxygen to burn. It is harmless to humans.

The second type is a dry-powder extinguisher, which uses plain bicarbonate of soda as the fire-snuffer. The powder is often packaged in long paper tubes; you tear off the cap and toss the powder at the fire. Better ones are pressurized, and spray the powder on the fire.

Freon gas, the propellant in most pressurized spray-cans, is used in another electric-safe extinguisher. Freon provides its own pressure so is easy to spray at the base of the flame. It works just like carbon-tet, but does not liberate toxic fumes.

You can buy any of these three extinguishers in supermarkets and drug stores, in 1- and 2-pound capacities. These sizes are not recommended for big fires. The fire chief will tell you the best sizes are 5- and 10-pounders. These will
put out most fires completely, even though they have a good start.

**Fire Alarms**

If you’re in the shack when a fire starts, you can combat it instantly. If something heats up while you’re out of the shack, that’s different. Some kind of automatic fire-alarm system can give you a warning that action is needed and needed right now!

The alarm itself can be a loud bell or anything else with an unmistakable sound. It can be ac-powered, or have a battery if you want a fail-safe system. You can rig up a little charger across the battery.

You’ll need some kind of sensors that will detect heat, flame, or smoke. This can be done in dozens of different ways. You can have a lot of fun thinking up gadgets that will detect fire.

One of the simplest is shown in fig. 2. It’s a clip-type clothespin swiped from the clothes-washing department. Put a couple of thumbtacks in the jaws for contacts. Then rig up something to hold it open until it senses fire. Years ago, a small loop of celluloid movie film was used, which burned instantly. Modern plastics aren’t too good; most are fireproof. However, a loop of fine thread is okay. Use just enough to hold the jaws open against the spring tension. This thread will burn open almost instantly; test it to make sure.

Transistors are heat-sensitive, some amazingly so. When a transistor’s temperature goes above a certain point, it will conduct heavily, often going into ava-

---

**FIRE-PROTECTION CHECK LIST**

1. **Electrical**
   (a) Does all equipment have fuses?
   (b) Are they small enough to give real protection?
   (c) Is all wiring heavy enough to carry its normal load without heating?
   (d) Are all outlets and switches in good shape — not dirty or loose?
   (e) Is the radio gear fully protected by suitable lightning arrester?
   (f) Are your fire extinguishers the correct type for use on electrical fires?

2. **Housekeeping**
   (a) Is the shack neat?
   (b) Are papers, old magazines, or other flammable materials stacked around in corners?
   (c) Worse still, are they stacked right on top of hot electrical equipment?
   (d) Is the workbench soldering iron protected against rags or paper falling on the hot barrel?
   (e) Is the wastebasket made of fireproof metal or of meltable plastic?
   (f) Is the wastebasket full, running over, or kept nearly empty?
   (g) How are the ashtrays? Full? Clean? Big enough for a long rag-chew?
mistor's resistance goes down as its temperature rises.

Smoke detectors can be simple: an amplifier circuit with a phototransistor at its input. Mount a pilot light to shine on it through a small light-tight tube. This setup is put just above any equipment where fire might start. If smoke comes up the tube, it will cut down the amount of light falling on the cell; this changes the cell resistance and... ding-a-ling-a-ling!

For maximum protection, make your system fail-safe. Design it to react, tripping the alarm, if its power supply or any of its parts fails. The principle is simple. Use a normally closed relay, and design the system so the relay is pulled in—energized—in the cool condition (no fire). If fire is detected, current is cut off and the relay drops out (closing the contacts). If the power-supply fails, or one of the amplifier parts should blow—same thing. No matter what happens, the relay armature is released, and the contacts close, sounding the alarm. The alarm bell must have its own separate battery supply, applied by the relay.

Ham ingenuity will bring out many other ways of doing this important job. Just look for some kind of device that responds to heat, or to smoke, and there you are. If you don't like to design things, there's a kit available from Heath Company; you can see it in the photo. It is wireless and has several kinds of sensors.

**do it now**

There are wise sayings we could finish with, like: "Don't throw lighted matches into the wastepaper baskets full of old message blanks." But this is kid stuff. If you're not smarter than that, you haven't read this far.

There is a surprising amount of unprotected gear around the average ham shack, if you get right down and look for it. When you find something like that, add the needed protection. It won't take long, it won't cost much, and the peace of mind will more than make up for it.

ham radio
mosfet converter
for
receiver instrumentation

The Heathkit SB-610 monitor scope can be used in the receive mode with this circuit.

An old saying is that necessity is the mother of invention. In this case the adage is quite precise. I own a Drake TR-4 transceiver and wanted to use a Heathkit SB-610 monitor scope to observe signals in the i-f passband of the TR-4 receiver section. However, the TR-4 i-f is 9 MHz, while the vertical amplifier in the SB-610 is only capable of responding to signals up to 6 MHz. This article describes a simple local-oscillator/mixer I built to put the TR-4 receiver i-f passband where the SB-610 could handle the frequencies involved.

The SB-610 vertical amplifier has a peak sensitivity of 70 mV/inch (rms) of the vertical deflection if the vertical amplifier is tuned to 455 kHz. This is in contrast to 600 mV/inch at 6000 kHz. A mixer is obviously needed, and, as can be seen by comparing sensitivities, 455 kHz offers the best response.

A tube-type mixer involves cumbersome components for heater and plate power. I, therefore, decided on a transistor mixer, which requires only a small battery.

conversion gain

A conventional bipolar transistor mixer, operating in the driven-emitter configuration, requires substantial drive from the local oscillator. Furthermore, this circuit gives conversion gain. Conversion gain is defined as

\[
gain \text{ in } \text{dB} = 20 \log_{10} \frac{E_{\text{out}}}{E_{\text{in}}}
\]

where

\[
E_{\text{out}} = \text{converted-frequency output voltage}
\]

\[
E_{\text{in}} = \text{amplitude of the voltage to be converted as presented to the mixer transistor base}
\]

After reading some articles on the dual insulated-gate mosfet mixers, I decided that this device fulfilled the goals of this project; i.e., simplicity, light loading of the local oscillator by the mixer, and a conversion gain of up to 18 dB.
the circuit

The converter schematic is shown in fig. 1. The LO signal is applied to gate 2 of the 3N159, which must be biased to 4 volts by the divider across this part of the circuit. Both gates of an igfet present a very high impedance to the driving signal, usually of the order of 100 k ohms. The rf signal to be converted is applied to gate 1, where no special biasing is needed. However, this gate is tied to ground through a high resistance to protect the device from static charges or transient voltages.

The 3N159 drain contains two 455-kHz i-f cans. The first i-f can is in the drain to present a high impedance to the converted signal. The other i-f can is used to match the low-impedance output of the first i-f can to the high-impedance input of the tuned vertical amplifier of the SB-610.

The LO may be obtained from International Crystal Manufacturing Co., 10 North Lee, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73102. The type OX in kit form is about $3.00. Crystals for any frequency can be ordered for about $4.00. The 3N159 is available from Allied Electronics, 100 North Western Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60680. Cost is about $2.00 in small quantities.

local oscillator

The diagram shows a typical circuit available from International Crystal.* The oscillator is specified for 0.2 volt across a 50-ohm load. The obvious impedance mismatch is unimportant in this application, because distortion and power transfer are not an issue when trying to obtain a voltage swing across such a high impedance as that presented by the igfet gate.

construction and operation

Construction is not at all critical, nor is the supply voltage. The conversion frequency can be changed easily by tracking the LO frequency 455 kHz below the incoming rf signal. I varied the voltage applied to both the igfet and the oscillator from 4 to 9 volts without any degradation of signal quality or amplitude. Current drain varied from 12 mA at 4 volts to 40 mA at 9 volts. The voltage for the 3N159 can be varied anywhere between 5 and 9 volts with no noticeable deterioration in output amplitude or quality.

The current drain for the entire circuit is approximately 40 mA, depending on
supply voltage. Despite the impedance mismatch, no problems were encountered in driving the very high impedance of the 3N159 gate.

The coupling capacitor from the plate of the last i-f stage in the receiver was selected for the smallest value necessary to ensure adequate display height on the SB-610.

The reason for the dual 455-kHz i-f transformers was based on impedance-transformation considerations. The miniature transformers available to me had a high-impedance input with a low-impedance output, whereas the input of the SB-610 is about 100k ohms.

precautions

The igfet comes with a shorting clip that connects all leads together. This clip should be left on the device until it is placed in the circuit. Don’t allow your fingers to come in contact with any part of the device except the case during installation. A small piece of solder can be wrapped around all leads, then the solder can be removed after installation.

final observations

The RCA 40673 dual-insulated-gate mosfet is zener-protected and may be directly substituted for the 3N159 in this circuit. Such substitution is highly recommended, as the special-handling problem of the device is eliminated.

If at any time you think you may have damaged the 3N159, the device can be easily checked. With a drain voltage of 10 volts and 120 ohms in the source; and with both gates tied to ground through a high resistance (100k), a drop of a few tenths of a volt should be observed across the source resistor. In addition, if gate 2 is biased up 1 or 2 volts, the current will rise sharply to 4 mA or greater, depending on source resistance and drain voltage. Note that the characteristics described pertain to n-channel depletion-mode fets only!

I’d like to express my thanks to Leo Bovard, W9SCK, for his help in the development of this project.

ham radio
a simple cw monitor

Did you ever try to send code without using a cw monitor? To have consistently good sending characteristics without a monitor is like trying to drive an automobile blindfolded. Hundreds of articles on cw monitors have been published, but many of them are elaborate in design and expensive to build. The “minimonitor” is quite the opposite—it’s the ultimate in simplicity. It costs pennies to build, is extremely reliable, and has a clean, pleasant-sounding tone.

The complete circuit is shown in fig. 1; components are mounted on a 1¾” x 2¼” circuit board. Although I use the mini-monitor with an automatic keyer, it can easily be used with straight or semiautomatic keys. It can also be used as a code practice oscillator; volume is sufficient for group listening.

Perhaps the most desirable features of the minimonitor are its small size and easily obtained components. It is small enough that it can be built into practically any keyer already completed by fitting it into a convenient space.

Choice of parts is not at all critical. Virtually any npn and pnp transistors can be used. The capacitor value can range anywhere from .01 to .05 μF. The resistor depends upon the desired tone. The diode is not critical; I used a 200 PIV unit. If you want, a 50k potentiometer can be used in place of the resistor to provide variable tone adjustment. Power to the unit may range from 3 to 6 volts,

![fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the simple cw monitor. Capacitor C1 is 0.01 to 0.05 μF.](image)

and any small 4- or 8-ohm speaker may be used.

If you’re skeptical about using the minimonitor, dig the parts out of your junkbox and connect them on top of the kitchen table. With a small 4.5-volt battery for power you’ll get an idea of how the oscillator sounds. You’ll also be able to select parts for the circuit board since tone quality depends on component choice.

Few amateurs realize just how simple a keying monitor can be until they get down to the basic principles of the more elaborate types. The simple minimonitor described here will provide trouble-free service for the life of the keyer, and help you develop and maintain a good “fist.”
testing unknown meters

A typical 10-megohm or higher vtvm is an excellent tool for testing unknown meters to determine their approximate current ranges without the danger of pinning the needles or burning out the windings.

Set the vtvm to OHMS and the range dial to R x 1 MEG. Connect the test leads to the unknown meter. Move the range dial, one step at a time, through R x 100k, R x 10k, etc., until the meter under test reads upscale.

The maximum current through the meter from a typical 10-megohm vtvm (Lafayette KT-174, for example) is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>range</th>
<th>I max</th>
<th>vtvm 1% series res.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R x 1 meg</td>
<td>0.156</td>
<td>µA 10 meg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100k</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>µA 1 meg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10k</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>µA 100k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1k</td>
<td>156.0</td>
<td>µA 10k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>mA 1k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>mA 99.1*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>170.0</td>
<td>mA 9.1*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*0.9 ohm is allowed for the internal resistance of the D cell and test lead.

The effect of the meter resistance on the first four ranges of the vtvm is usually negligible. Don’t try this idea with a vom.

The currents will almost surely be much greater than those shown above, and the meter being tested may be destroyed.

Harold E. Brown, W1ONC

adjustment screwdriver

Many transceivers have internal adjustments for the S-meter, final-amplifier bias, carrier null, etc. Trying to get a screwdriver into these adjustments through the perforations in the cover is next to impossible. Here’s what I use.

I fashioned an ordinary wire coat hanger into an adjustment tool by clipping the hanger about 1½ inches each side of where the Y is formed. Then I straightened this section until it was perpendicular to the hook. Next, I straightened the hook and filed the end until it was flat enough to fit into the transceiver adjustment slots. The finished tool should have the appearance of a T.

The tool is small enough and long enough to go through the holes in the transceiver cover, and it is strong enough to withstand the torque of some of the more stubborn adjustments. It’s also handy for tapping those sticky change-over relays that hang up once in a while.

Dan F. Davis, WAØKGS
75A-4 modifications

To anyone who has owned and cherished a 75A-4 receiver for many years, as I have, the discovery that it has developed sensitivity and frequency-stability problems is like discovering a trusted friend to be unfaithful. Here are some solutions to these problems, plus a hint to improve the receiver's audio response.

insensitivity

Loss in sensitivity first appeared as a loss of one or two S-units after about an hour of operation. (I use the "calibrate" signal as a sensitivity reference for a specific S-meter reading at 14.2 MHz, with a 50-ohm dummy antenna.) Sensitivity loss gradually increased until it was 6 or 7 S-units after 15 minutes of operation.

After several frustrating weeks of signal tracing and a new set of tubes, I was about to give up when I stumbled onto the answer. The "rejection tuning," which is a bridged-T filter, has a sharp, deep null when properly adjusted. I noticed that when the set was first turned on, the "rejection tuning" behaved normally, but after warmup the null deteriorated and finally became useless. It seemed as though a comparatively low resistance was across the bridged-T inductor, L26.

The schematic shows one-half of V7, the Q-multiplier tube; some resistors; a choke; and C71, a 1000-pF capacitor in series across this inductor. Checking with a vtvm between ground and either side of L26 showed a positive voltage, which varied between 2 and 5 volts. I disconnected C71 from the inductor, but left the other end connected to the plate of V7 (and hence, B+). When I touched the vtvm probe to the free end of C71, I found the positive voltage to be even higher and still varying.

I checked other grids in the receiver with the vtvm and found four other leaky capacitors. When these were replaced, the sensitivity problem cleared up completely. A vtvm must be used, however. A 20k-ohms-per-volt vtvm simply shorts the leaky voltage to ground and gives no indication.

probable cause

When checking for leaky capacitors the set must, of course, be on and the rf gain control positioned fully clockwise. If the rf gain control is backed off, the higher bias voltage will swamp the leakage voltage on some of the grids. I can only conjecture as to the cause of the capacitor leakage; but my friend Ray Wood, W9SDY, suggests migration of the silver coating on the mica. Until a better explanation comes along, I'll accept Ray's theory. Migration is supposed to accelerate in the presence of a dc voltage. However, some unused mica capacitors of the same type and vintage showed leakage to some degree; new units showed no leakage at all.

frequency instability

The frequency instability problem became evident in exactly the opposite manner. The pto frequency jumped around for about ten or fifteen minutes after the set was turned on, then settled to its usual rock-steadiness.

According to an article in QST,1 instability in the pto can be attributed to several factors, including capacitor C205, a 51-pF mica of the same type as those giving sensitivity problems. When I originally read the QST article, I assumed C205 might be changing value. However, after the previous experience with leakage, I found that a vtvm check between pin 1 of V15 and ground showed the telltale positive voltage.

After the set had been on for 10-15 minutes, the positive voltage disappeared, and the pto became stable. I suspect that, since a current flows through the capacitor when the pto is operating, the leakage path burns off after several minutes, then regenerates when the set is turned off. At
any rate, the pto remained stable after installing a new capacitor for C205.

**audio response**

I became increasingly annoyed by an emphasis on the bass of the audio response as both the 75A-4 and I grew older. I realize that as we grow older our ears become less sensitive to the higher frequencies, but retain their response to the lower frequencies, thus accenting the bass.

A newly acquired audio generator provided the opportunity to check the 75A-4 audio response. A surprisingly high peak (10 dB) appeared at 100 Hz, which decreased sharply on either side, to a level output between 300-3000 Hz.

Reference 1 suggested that feedback resistor R71 be removed. I tried this when I first read the article, but I didn’t like the increase in audio, which required riding the af gain control; nor did I like the unpleasant audio quality.

The audio-signal generator showed that, with resistor R71 disconnected, the 100-Hz peak disappeared and the entire audio response became a broad peak centered around 3200 Hz. Substituting a 100-k resistor for the 33k originally used for R71 eliminated the objectionable 100-Hz peak and smoothed the entire audio response. A 1-meg resistor in series with the af gain control improved its action.

**less bass response**

Another source of bass emphasis is the cathode network associated with the noise-limiter diode, V12. Since the limiter is useless for cw and ssb, I removed V12 and inserted the leads of a 0.005-μF capacitor into the tube socket (holes for pins 2 and 7). This connects the detector output directly to the af gain control and eliminates the cathode network. If you would like even less bass, use a 0.001 μF capacitor.

**reference**


Albert G. Shafer, W4SD
HAL 311BC ELECTRONIC KEYER $53.00

THE most versatile keyer available.
Send for full details on the HAL 311BC and the complete line of HAL electronic keyers. There is a model to fit your requirement and budget from $16.50 to $53.00. Shipping extra. Now available in kit form for even greater value.

HAL TOUCHCODER II KIT $55.00

Complete parts kit, excluding keyboard, for the W4UX CW code typer. All circuitry on one 3 x 6" G10 glass PC board. Plug-in IC sockets. Optional FM repeater 1D, contest 1D, and RTTY features available. Keyboard $25.00. Shipping extra. Write for full details.

HAL DIP BREADBOARD CARD
Drilled G10 glass PC board accepts 6 16 pin DIP IC's in plug-in sockets. Each IC pin fanned out to two pads. Plugs into standard 22 pin edge connector (.156" finger spacing). $5.50

DOUBLE BALANCED MODULATOR KIT
For the DBM in March 1970 Ham Radio
7/8 x 2" drilled G10 glass PC board
4 HP-2800 hot carrier diodes matched by HAL.
2 Indiana General CF102-Q1 toroids.
Wire and instructions included. $6.50

HAL 25KHz MARKER GENERATOR
Generates 50 KHz or 25KHz markers from 100 KHz oscillator (not supplied)
Drilled 1 x 2" G10 glass PC board
Strong markers to 148 MHz. Divides any signal up to 2MHz by 2 or 4. $4.25 kit form.

HAL MAINLINE ST-6 RTTY TU
Complete parts kit for the W6FFC ST-6 now includes all parts except cabinet. Only 7 HAL circuit boards (drilled G10 glass) for all features. Plug-in IC sockets. Custom transformer by Thordarson for both supplies, 115/230V, 50-60Hz. $135.00 kit. Wired units available. Shipping extra. Write for details.

HAL MAINLINE ST-5 RTTY TU
ST-5 kit now includes drilled G10 glass boards, custom Thordarson transformer, meter and metering components. Boards accept both round and DIP 709 IC's. $50.00. Less boards, meter & meter components $37.50. Boards only $6.00. Shipping extra.

HAL MAINLINE AK-1 AFSK OSC
HAL now offers a parts kit for the AK-1 AFSK osc. Drilled G10 glass PC board plugs into 12 pin edge connector for compatibility with the HAL ST-6, or for ease of use alone. Requires 12vdc. $27.50. Shipping extra. Write for parts list.

ORDERING INFORMATION
Postage is not included in the prices of HAL products. Please add 50¢ on small parts orders, and $2.00 on larger kits. Shipping is via UPS when possible, and via insured parcel post otherwise. Please give a street address.
HAL DEVICES, Box 365, Urbana, Illinois 61801
The new Heathkit HM-102 wattmeter/swr bridge covers the frequency range from 1.8 to 30 MHz with wattmeter accuracy ±10% of full-scale reading*. The power capability of this new instrument is 2000 watts with full-scale readings of either 200 or 2000 watts. The built-in swr capability allows proper antenna tuning and transmission line impedance matching. The unit has a nominal 50-ohm impedance and provides negligible loss when inserted in a 50-ohm line. The remote torodial-type detector permits placement of the meter in a convenient location. The HM-102 kit is priced at $29.95 from the Heath Company, Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022, or use check-off on page 94.

*When calibrated on the 40-meter band through 300 feet of RG-58/U into a 50-ohm load.

collins receiver

The new Collins 651S-1 is one of the most versatile general purpose receivers ever developed, providing highly reliable reception from 0.4 to 30 MHz, with tuning phase-locked in 100-Hz steps. Because of the unique tuning system of the 651S-1, the convenience and "feel" of traditional receiver tuning is not sacrificed as a result of using discrete 100-Hz frequency steps. Large changes in frequency are aided by the 0.1-MHz and 1-MHz selector knobs.

Capabilities of the radio include computer programming, independent sideband, narrow band fm, operation from a remote control head, compatibility with secure voice modems, phase-locked or manually adjusted vbfo, and syllabic squelch providing better reception of a weak voice signal in the presence of background noise.

Frequency readout on the front panel is provided by six light-bar devices, each of which consists of a seven-bar fluorescent segment tube.

The receiver construction techniques include Collins multilayer circuit boards mounted in plug-in card installations with blue-line connections. Micro-electronics logic and linear circuits are utilized. The plug-in card technique, along with convenient arrangement of other parts of the radio, provides easy accessibility. The receiver has no mechanical linkages—all tuning and band switching is performed electronically.

For information on the new 651S-1, write to Collins Radio Company, Cedar Rapids, Iowa 52406, or use check-off on page 94.
slow-scan television equipment

Robot Research, Inc., has announced a system of slow-scan television equipment that enables you to transmit and receive live television pictures with your existing station equipment. The model 80 slow-scan camera uses an efficient sampling technique that permits operation with everyday room lighting and transmits clear sharp pictures without involved adjustment. Features include digital timing chain, vidicon camera tube, built-in modulation calibration and solid-state construction.

The model 70 slow-scan television monitor demodulates and displays pictures transmitted by another amateur radio station. Simple connections between the monitor and your receiver are all that is required to receive an sstv picture. Included with the monitor are all of the switches and interconnections required to integrate sstv into your station. The monitor features balanced discriminator, automatic sync threshold, phase-locked horizontal sweep and solid-state construction.

The model 80 slow-scan camera and model 70 slow-scan monitor are available from Robot Research, Inc., 1250 Prospect Street, La Jolla, California 92037, or use check-off on page 94.

cubical-quad book

Bill Orr’s new book, “Cubical Quads,” features a wealth of new information not available in the previous edition. The new 2nd edition includes revised quad gain figures, analysis of the quad vs yagi, 4- and 5-element monster quads, miniature quad construction and performance, improved tri-gamma match for three-band quads, charts with dimensions for single- and multiband quads for 6 through 80 meters, as well as construction details for the delta quad, Swiss quad and birdcage quad.

IT’S WHAT’S INSIDE THAT “COUNTS”

Accuracy and stability has been placed first in the design of the TBL-1 Marker. We feel a marker should be more accurate than the receiver it is going to calibrate—so no compromise has been made with quality.

Fairchild, Motorola, JFD, Jan, Mal- lory, IRC and Keystone components are used throughout. It costs more, but calibrate with the best. Hundreds have been sold to government, amateurs, SWL’s, schools and laboratories around the world.

Try one today.

Specifications:
Glass Epoxy Board. Adjustment to zero beat with WWV. Uses 100 KHz crystal (not supplied). 3 to 4 VDC. Compact—1.75 x 3.75 inches. Install anywhere!

Complete easy-to-assemble kit
Wired and Tested
$16.50

SWITCH $1.00
CRYSTAL ONLY $3.50
with purchase of any of above

or

SELF-CONTAINED UNIT

The TBL Marker is a complete unit including the circuit board shown at left and powered with 3 “C” type flashlight batteries. Merely connect to your receiver antenna—no internal wiring necessary. A front panel control allows zero beat with WWV.

Special introductory price
Less crystal and batteries
Postpaid U.S.A.

SOLD WITH MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

THE RADIO SHOP, LAB 1
48 ELM STREET, NEW CANAAN, CONN. 06840
Tel. 203-966-3553
Many thousands of you have become very familiar with the various Radio Society of Great Britain books and handbooks, but very few of you are familiar with their excellent magazine, *Radio Communication*.

This is the oldest and most widely read British amateur radio magazine. Published monthly it provides complete coverage including such popular features as: Technical Topics, a monthly survey of the latest ideas and circuits, Four Meters and Down, a rundown of the latest in VHF and UHF and much more.

It includes numerous technical and construction articles in addition to a complete rundown on the month’s events in amateur radio. Surely a most interesting addition to your amateur radio activities.

We can now offer this fine magazine to you along with the other advantages of membership in the RSGB (such as use of their outgoing QSL Bureau) for $9.60 a year.

---

**heathkit frequency counter**

The new Heathkit IB-101 digital frequency counter provides accurate counting from 1 Hz to over 15 MHz with five-digit readout. The Hz/kHz selector switch and overrange indicator give eight-digit capability. The new counter features high input impedance, automatic trigger level for with range input without adjustment, storage circuitry for non-blinking, no-count-up adjustment, and temperature compensated crystal-controlled time-base oscillator. The *automatic decimal locator* puts the decimal point in the right place for any measurement with no need for interpolation or figuring.

The IB-101 uses 26 integrated circuits, 7 transistors, 6 diodes and one mosfet. The dual-gate diode-protected mosfet in the input circuit provides proper triggering over a wide range of input levels. It will operate properly with input levels
from less than 100 mV to greater than 200 volts (depending on frequency). There is no input adjustment, and the instrument cannot be damaged by inputs within the specified range. Input impedance is 1 megohm shunted by less than 20 pF.

The new counter goes from kit to finished counter in about five hours, and complete adjustment can be made in a few minutes using only an a-m radio. No exotic test equipment is necessary. The IB-101 kit is complete with input cable. Priced at $199.95 from the Heath Company, Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022, or use check-off on page 94.

**wideband rf power amplifier**

The RF Communications has announced a new RF-806 linear amplifier module that features flat response within ±1 dB from 50 kHz to 80 MHz, and 3-dB bandwidth of 100 MHz. Gain is 47 dB with class-A amplification providing 10 watts with low harmonic and intermodulation distortion.

Input and output are overload protected against overdrive or operation into a short or open circuit. Unit is all solid state and operates from +28 Vdc. Standard options include 75-ohm input impedance and extended frequency response to above 100 MHz or down to 14 kHz. Accessories include impedance-matching transformers and power combiners.

Applications include use as a sub-assembly in test systems or amplifier chains to raise the power level of signal sources and generators without tuning or bandswitching. A-m, fm, pulse, ssb and other modulated signals can be amplified to 10 watts PEP with minimum distortion. Price is $795. For more information, write to RF Communications, Inc., 1680 University Avenue, Rochester, New York 14610, or use Check-off on page 94.

**NOW from RW**

**ROSS AND WHITE COMPANY**

**Electronics**

**SOLID STATE TONE BURST ENCODERS**

(to the frequencies of your choice)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>2 tone</th>
<th>5 channel model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TE-2</td>
<td>Factory preset</td>
<td>Factory preset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TE-5</td>
<td>only</td>
<td>only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$29.95</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>postage paid</td>
<td>postage paid</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GUARANTEED FOR ONE YEAR**

Use it for 10 days, if not completely satisfied return for a full refund.

- Easy to install, 3 wire hookup, attaching bracket included for car or home.
- Operates from a single factory supplied internal 9 volt battery.
- All frequencies factory preset. Can be field adjusted from 1500 to 2500 cycles. Other frequencies on special order.
- Nominal 4 sec. tone burst length.
- American made commercial grade components on glass epoxy PC board for maximum reliability.

ROSS AND WHITE CO., Electronics Dept. HR-12
50 West Dundee Road, Wheeling, Illinois 60090

Gentlemen:
Send me model tone burst encoder.
Check or money order enclosed. Please set frequencies for
Send additional information. Check
Name
Address
City State Zip
Transceiver: Make Model

january 1971
NEED CRYSTALS?

We can supply crystals from 2KHz to 80 MHz in many types of holders.

SPECIALS

- Color TV crystal (3579, 545KHz) wire leads: $1.60 each
- 10 kHz frequency standard crystal (HC A/U): $4.50 each
- 100 kHz frequency standard (HC B/U): $4.50 each
- Any CB crystal, trans or rec. (except synthesizer crystals): $2.50 each
- Any amateur band crystal in FT-243 holders (except 80-160 meters): $1.50 each
- 80 meter crystals in FT-243 holders: $2.50 each

We have in stock over six million crystals which include types CRIA/AR, FT243, FT241, MC7, HC6/U, HC13/U, HC25/U, HC19/U, etc. Send 10¢ for our 1970 catalog with oscillator circuits, listing thousands of frequencies in stock for immediate delivery. (Add 10¢ per crystal to above prices for shipment 1st class mail; 15¢ each for air mail.)

Special Quantity Prices to Jobbers and Dealers.

ORDER DIRECT with check or money order to
2400 H Crystal Drive
Fort Myers, Florida 33901

MORE 2 METER FM MINI AMPLIFIERS FROM DYCOMM

GIVE US YOUR FLEA POWER AND WE'LL GIVE YOU HORSE POWER
NOW FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY...

101-500D: 40W, broadband*, two-meter, FM power amplifier, auto RF antenna switching. Completely ready to go. Just plug in your existing antenna and 10 watt transceiver, add 12-14V and QSO. Size: 3"x5"x6".

Low Introductory Price: $79.95

101-500B: 10 watts output AM or FM for 2 watts input. Auto relay and connectors are included. Size: 2"x2"x6". Just plug in, add 12V and get out. Price: $49.95

101-500C: Have 5 watts to spare? This is just the thing, AM, FM, SSB, 20-25W output. You add 12-6V, your own antenna switching, and you’re on the air. Size: 2"x2"x6".

Price: Only $39.95

101-500H: For those who want to "roll their own". The highly accepted 2"x2"x6", 12.6V, 25W in, 10W out, AM-FM-SSB, power amplifier.

Price: Still only $59.95

All DYCOMM Power Amplifiers handle "worst case" load mismatch, overvoltage, under-voltage, have extremely low input/output VSWR, and are fully guaranteed to perform. Drop us a line for the whole picture.

Call or write Jim, W4MRI

DYNAMIC COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
(305) 844-1323
948-A AVE. E, RIVIERA BEACH, FL 33404

scope camera

Integrated Controls, Inc., has announced a low cost, hand-held oscilloscope camera set, Scope-Mate, which fits virtually all oscilloscopes. Fitting either three, four or five-inch round or rectangular scope faces, Scope-Mate can capture and record — either one shot or recurring trace — oscilloscope data. A standard Polaroid Colorpack II or III camera, in conjunction with the Scope-Mate hood, provides high-quality, high-contrast, black-and-white oscilloscope pictures in 15 seconds. The object-to-image ratio is one to one.

The Scope-Mate electronic control provides automatic adjustment of camera shutter speed, allowing you to vary photo contrast for perfect pictures.

The camera set, including a Colorpack II camera and Scope-Mate hood sells for $119.50. The Scope-Mate hood is available separately for $89.50. Order from Integrated Controls, Inc., Post Office Box 17296, San Diego, California 92117, or use check-off on page 94.

darlington power transistors

Five new series of complementary, power Darlington transistors — the first available in the industry — have been introduced by Motorola. The new silicon
power transistors provide gain up to 2500 (typical) and are available in current ratings from 4 to 16 amperes. With their high gain, the power Darlington transistors can be driven with integrated-circuit milliampere output current levels. The new devices are supplied in 60 and 80 V collector-emitter breakdown voltage ratings (a 100 V rating is available in the 16 A series).

The Darlins incorporate both driver and output transistors plus necessary resistors in one monolithic structure. Thus, the usual separate driver and associated emitter-base resistors employed in a Darlington amplifier are eliminated.

Darlington transistors are useful in relay and solenoid drivers, servo amplifier, audio amplifier and power supply regulator circuits. Because they’re available in both polarities, they can be used in either positive or negative ground systems. And, used in pairs, they are especially useful in complementary applications such as direct-coupled pairs in audio amplifiers.

4 ampere MJ4000/MJ4010 series, 1000 minimum gain at 1.5 amp, 60 or 80 $B_{CEO}$, 75 watts, TO-3 package.

5 ampere MJ900/MJ1000 series, 1000 minimum gain at 3 amps, 60 or 80 $B_{CEO}$, 90 watts, TO-3 package.

5 ampere MJE1090/MJE1100 series, 750 minimum gain at 3 or 4 amps, 60 or 80 $B_{CEO}$, 70 watts, plastic thermopad-type package.

10 ampere MJ2500/MJ3000 series, 1000 minimum gain at 5 amps, 60 or 80 $B_{CEO}$, 150 watts, TO-3 package.

16 ampere MJ4030/MJ4033 series, 1000 minimum gain at 10 amps, 60, 80 or 100 $B_{CEO}$, 150 watts, TO-3 package.

For more information, use check-off on page 94, or write to Technical Information Center, Motorola Semiconductor Products, Inc., Box 20924, Phoenix, Arizona 85036.
A New Magazine?

Not really. New in the U.S.A. perhaps, but very well known in Great Britain and now being offered to you here.

RADIO CONSTRUCTOR is almost exclusively construction material. Clearly written, concise articles give you full details on:

- Audio Construction Projects
- Receiver Construction Projects
- Transmitter Construction Projects
- Test Equipment Projects
- Radio Control Projects
... and much more

Try a subscription to this interesting magazine, we are sure that you will not be disappointed.

ONE YEAR SUBSCRIPTION — $5.00

Write
RADIO CONSTRUCTOR
Greenville, N. H. 03048

Name ..................................................
Address ...........................................
City .................................................
State .............................................
Zip ...............................................
50% off on FET experimenter kits and the Siliconix FET handbook

The Handbook: The ink is barely dry on this one. It takes you from basic FET principles and manufacture through characterization and biasing to audio and RF amplifiers, VCRs, current limiters, switches, chopper and analog gates...just to mention a few. More than 30 practical circuits are shown. Additional references are included for those who want to go deeper into a given subject.

Kits may be purchased less handbook as noted on coupon. This is your half-price chance to really get to know FETs, so send in the coupon today!

Siliconix incorporated
2201 Laurelwood Rd. • Santa Clara, Calif. 95054
(408) 246-8000 Ext. 201 • TWX: 910-338-0227

NAME ____________________________ STATE ______ ZIP ______

City _____________________________

Handbook only $2.50

Kit #1 2N3368 Amplifier 1.90
2N4223 VHF Amplifier 1.40
E300 VHF Amplifier 1.40
U183 Amplifier 1.40
VCR7N VCR 2.25
CL2210 Current Limiter 3.25
and new FET Handbook 2.50

VALUE $13.70

LIMITED-TIME PRICE

Kits #2
2N3370 Amplifier 1.40
2N437 Amplifier 1.90
E101 Amplifier 2.20
E300 VHF Amplifier 1.40
U202 Switch 2.95
VCR7N VCR 2.25
CL1020 Current Limiter 3.25
U234 Matched Dual FET 5.00
and new FET Handbook 2.50

VALUE $22.85

LIMITED-TIME PRICE

Kits #3
2N3370 Amplifier 2.15
2N5398 UHF Amplifier 4.50
E101 Amplifier 2.20
U184 HF Amplifier 2.75
U241 10 Ohm Switch 9.70
CL1020 Current Limiter 3.25
U234 Matched Dual FET 5.00
LM201 Op. Amplifier 6.50
and new FET Handbook 2.50

VALUE $38.55

LIMITED-TIME PRICE
CELEBRATING OUR 25th YEAR

Classic Line
Multi-Band Beams

MODEL CL-33
10, 15, & 20 meters

Designed to provide the extra gain for working hard-to-reach DX. Incorporates the exclusive Mosley patented "Balanced Capacitive Matching". Features include six Trap-Master traps with resonant frequency stability, improved boom for even wider element spacing. Stainless Steel hardware. Fits up to 2" mast. Use with most heavy duty rotors. The CL-33 is designed for 1000 watts AM/CW or 2000 watts P.E.P. SSB.

TRAP MASTER
Multi-Band Beams

MODEL TA-33
10, 15, & 20 meters

The most widely used 3-element beam in the amateur universe. The TA-33 features the Mosley "Trap-Master" traps, known for rugged construction and resonant frequency stability under all weather conditions. Power rated: 2000 watts P.E.P. SSB.

MODEL TA-33 Jr.
10, 15, & 20 meters

The TA-33 Jr incorporates the same famous "Trap-Master" performance found in the TA-33 at a reduced price. Offering a power rating of 1000 watts P.E.P. SSB.

Anniversary Special

Free QSO Index

Keep track of over 200,000 contacts. Recall in seconds whether you have contacted a station before, and if so, the operators name. The deluxe Mosley QSO Index will never increase in size or weight and is light enough, only 28 ounces, to carry with you on those field day operations. This unique QSO Index will provide you with hours of pleasure and it is yours free with the purchase of any one of the Mosley Antennas shown here.

Free offer expires December 31, 1971.
New Six-Band Mobile Antenna System

A unique mobile antenna system offering the greatest number of money-saving options ever available in the amateur radio market. Your choice of 6, 10, 15, 20, 40, and 75/80 meters. Select from five new interchangeable coils, all of which are especially designed for the thrifty, economy-minded Ham.

Each "Rode-Master" coil is precision wound on phenolic form, housed and sealed in a durable, water-proof phenolic case and power rated for 200 watts AM; 400 watts P.E.P. SS; VSWR 1.5/1 or better at resonance on each band.

The upper whip section of the "Rode-Master" Support-Mast is a Six-meter antenna, adjustable for the entire 6 meter band and may be purchased separately. The lower section of the mast has a host of features that include provisions for bumper or deck mounting. A break-over (hinge) to lower and swivel, align and secure antenna to gutter rail.

"RODE-MASTER" Models
- 6 meter antenna MD-6
- 10 meter coil MD-10
- 15 meter coil MD-15
- 20 meter coil MD-20
- 40 meter coil MD-40
- 75/80 meter coil MD-78
- Matching Network MD-48

Signal-Master

40 METERS BEAM

MODEL 5-402
For a top signal needed to push through 40 meter QRM, the Mosley Signal Master 5-402 will do the trick! This 100% rust-proof 2-element beauty constructed of rugged heavy-wall aluminum is designed and engineered to provide the performance you need for both DX hunting and relaxing in a QRM free rag-chewing session. Beam is fed through coupling, resulting in an excellent match over the entire bandwidth.

Multi-Band Verticals

MODEL RV-3C
Three band vertical for 10, 15, and 20 meters. RV-3C features automatic bandswitching and low angle radiation. Complete with guy line, "Cycolac" base, coax fitting and all necessary hardware.

MODEL RV-4C
Mosley RV-4C, vertical antenna is ideal for installation where space is an important factor. Designed for 10, 15, 20, and 40 meters. With automatic bandswitching. Entirely self-supporting.

For more information see your nearest Mosley Dealer or specify area of interest and write factory direct.

Mosley, manufacturer of quality TV Antenna Accessories for nearly a Quarter of a Century.

Write Dept. 198TV for free Booklet! "How to Improve Your TV Picture"
**Antenna Matching Transformers**

- 50 ohm coax to 50 ohm balanced load (for doublets & inverted vees) $14.95
- 50 ohm coax to 75 ohm balanced load (for doublets and quads) $14.95
- 50 ohm coax to 75, 120, and 140 ohm load (for single feed three band quad) $18.95
- Other impedance ratios available on request.

All units are rated at full legal power and shipped post paid. Calif. residents add 5½% sales tax.

**H & H Engineering**
P.O. Box 68, La Mirada, Calif. 90638

---

**Cir-kit**

A revolutionary new material for the construction of experimental and prototype “printed” circuit boards.

Cir-Kit is high purity .002” copper protected by lacquer and coated with an exclusive heat resistant pressure sensitive self adhesive. Just remove backing paper and place in selected position. Press down firmly. If modifications are necessary just rip it up and start over.

Cir-Kit can be used for modifying existing boards or building up new ones. The perfect answer for small quantity applications or one of a kind amateur projects.

100 feet 1/16” or 1/8” wide $9.95
5 feet 1/16” or 1/8” wide $6.00
Sheets 6” x 12” — $3.00 each or 5 for $9.95

Order Now:

Cir-Kit
BOX 592
AMHERST, N. H. 03031
Pro CW from amateur fingers.

Ten-Tec's KR 40 squeeze keyer makes the perfect signal from the imperfect hand. Built-in memories insert characters in correct place and spacing with only a momentary closure of either paddle.

Spacing and speed are adjustable to match your sending speed, from 6 to 60 words per minute. Built-in monitor provides side tone for headphones, speaker or off-the-air practice. Output is handled by reed relay. Circuitry is all solid state.

The KR 40 is a good looking, rugged keyer with a beautiful feel. Easy to learn. Easier to use.

OUR BEST FOR THE SERIOUS AMATEUR $89.95

Write for complete information on the Ten-Tec family of five keyers. Priced from $34.95. Send coupon to:

TEN-TEC INC. Dept. V
SEVIERVILLE, TENNESSEE 37862

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY STATE ZIP

---

BARRY

COLLINS MECHANICAL FILTER, Type F250A-67, Center frequency 250kc, Bandwidth 75kc, @6db is 14kc. Resonating capacity 100 muf., Sig. input voltage from 0 to 5v RMS, DC voltage 300 volt maximum. Signal source impedance 50k. Load impedance 50K Ohms. $9.75

JENNINGS UCS-300 VACUUM VARIABLE CAPACITOR. Capacity range: tunes from a min. of 10 pf to a max. of 300 pf. Units are unused, "mint" condition, Lab-tested and certified O.K. in Aug. 1970. With out turning head at $75.00. With turning head at $66.75

AIR DUX KIW0ATT PI-NET COIL No. 195-2. Provides an economical K.W. Pi-Net Assembly when used with proper loading capacitor and R.F. Switch 80, 40, 20, 15 and 10 meter taps are clearly marked on coil. No. 195-2. Same as above but 500 Watt capacity. Order No. 195-1. $15.90 net.

JOHNSON SINGLE SECTION MINIATURE VARIABLE CAPACITOR, TYPE "L". Capacity: 3.5 to 27 Mmfld. Shaft. Ceramic Insulation. Reg. net price: $3.70. 75¢ Each

JOHNSON MINIATURE BUTTERFLY CAPACITOR, TYPE "PB". Capacity: 4.3 to 25 Mmfld. per section. 1/4" shaft. Ceramic Insulation. Reg. net price: $2.25. 95¢ Each

HICKOK 2.5 MICROAMMETER. Hickok Model 46HR Tautband 3½" round hermetically-sealed meter. Extreme sensitivity. 2.5 Microamps either side of center. (Orig. cartons.) $9.95

KW. PLATE TRANSFORMER. Pri: 210, 220 or 230 VA C@ 50 or 60 Hz. (Single Phase). Sec: 3500 VAC R.M.S. (approx.) @ 500 to 600 Ma. (No C.T.). Modern 2 KVA. Hipersil Core. Approx. 8" x 7" x 4". Ship'g Wt: 35 lbs. approx. (Open Frame type.) $34.95

DYNAMIC MICROPHONE DESK/HAND SET. 28" Shielded Mike Cable terminates in an angle type PL55 Phone Plug. Microphone quickly removes from base. Attractive Beige Color. (Reg. net $12.95). Mike and Base... Only $4.95

R.F. TRANSMITTING CHOKE. 800 Ma. 3 to 30 Mhs. 90 microhenries. 2500 V.D.C. Size: 4½" H x ¾" Diameter. Tapped on bottom with threaded 10/32" hole. $4.95

R.F. TRANSMITTING CHOKES. 2 Amps. 3 to 30 Mhs. 90 microhenries. DC Current: 2 Amperes 4 KV, plus. Size: 5½" H x ¾" Diameter. Tapped on bottom with threaded 10/32" hole. $8.95

GROUNDED GRID FILAMENT CHOKES Bilifar types:

- 30 Amps...
- 60 Amps...

EIMAC AIR-SYSTEM SOCKET. For 4-125A, 4-250A and 4-400A, and similar tubes. Supplied with screws and chimney hardware. Mfd. by Eimac. (Reg. price $28.50). Special: $14.95, for Socket SK-406 Chimney (Reg. Stock) at $5.60 Each

CASH PAID . . . FAST! For your unused TUBES, Semiconductors, RECEIVERS, VAC. VARIABLES, Test Equipment, ETC. Fair dealings since 1938. Write or call now! Barry, 22 W. Broadway, New York, N. Y. 10012

---

Dynamic Microphone Desk/Hand Set...

The Hickok Model 46HR Tautband microammeter is a hermetically-sealed meter with extreme sensitivity. 2.5 Microamps are measured either side of center. (Orig. cartons.)

The KW. Plate Transformer provides 3500 VAC R.M.S. (approx.) at 500 to 600 Ma. (No C.T.). It is modern and features a Hipersil Core. Approximate dimensions are 8" x 7" x 4" with a shipping weight of 35 lbs. approx. (Open Frame type.)

---

Barry Electronics
DEPT. H-1
512 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N. Y. 10012

January 1971
WANTED! DRAKE T4XB
REWARD: $320.00
trade allowance on new T4XB

T-4XB TRANSMITTER
Use VFO of either R-4B or T-4XB for transceiving or separately.

L.A. ELECTRONIX SALES
Home of L.A. Amateur Radio
23044 CRENSHAW BOULEVARD
TORRANCE, CALIFORNIA 90505

READY FOR 432 MHz?
High performance, high quality equipment for 432 MHz operation. All solid-state. Silverplated, brass enclosures. Stripline 432 MHz circuits. Silverplated, glass-epoxy printed circuit boards.

432 MHz DUAL GATE MOSFET CONVERTER
Noise figure: 3.2, cross mod. 80 mV min., gain 5-20 db, T-match output attenuator. I.F. 144-146 MHz. Model DGTC 1702...$69.00
I.F. 28-30 MHz. Model DGTC 1710. ..........$71.50

144/432 MHz TRANSVERTER
Transmitter input: 50 mW to 1.2 Watts. Efficiency: 60%. Receiver noise figure: 8. No antenna switching required. Simply connects between two-meter AM/FM/CW transceiver and 432 MHz antenna. Requires 12 Volts in "Receive" only. Model TTV 1270. ..............$47.50

144/432 MHz VARACTOR TRIPLER
Model LVV 270. ..........$75.00

ALSO:
DUAL GATE MOSFET CONVERTER FOR TWO METERS
Noise figure: 2. Excellent cross modulation and image rejection (116 MHz xtal oscillator.) IF 28-30 MHz. All inductors shielded.
Model DGTC 22. .........$35.00

SPECTRUM INTERNATIONAL
BOX 87, TOPSFIELD
MASSACHUSETTS 01983

January 1971
"DON AND BOB" new guaranteed buys, Monarch KW relative power SWR dualmeter bridge (reg. 24.00) 14.95; RCA 6LQ6 3.50; Ampexper $802/380003 $32.00; 814/85 4.45; Ham-M $35.00, $44.44 $59.00; Hydalin TH00XX 139.00; Telex $51.329.00 prepaid. Regency HRZ 6 channel 20 watt 2M. FM 195.00, Jennings vacuum variable capacitor 300FP/7.5KV 20.00, (no drive). Motorola HPR7, 2SA1000PI diode 39r; write quote SPR4, R4, Prices FOB Houston, GECC Finance, Madison Electronics, 1508 McKinney, Houston, Texas 77002, (713) 224-2668.

SURPLUS MILITARY RADIOS, Electronics, Radar Parts, tons of material for the ham, free catalogue available. Sabe Industries, 1370 Sargent Ave., Winnipeg 21, Manitoba, Canada.

The 20th ANNIVERSARY - DAYTON HAMVENTION will be held on April 24, 1971 at Wampler's Dayton Harra Arena. Technical sessions, exhibits, hidden transmitter hunt and an interesting program for the YXL. For information write Dayton Hambvention, Dept. H, Box 44, Dayton, Ohio 45401.

DIGITONE TONE CONTROL DEVICES -- decoders, encoders, logic. Compact, solid-state modules. Application Notes/Catalog. Write Digitone, Box 73-HR, Bellbrook, Ohio 45305.

JANUARY CLEARANCE SALE. "HAM TRADER" ED RICHMOND is liquidating his INVENTORY: On consignment first serve basis at ridiculous prices! USED RECONDITIONED EQUIPMENT: 75A-A $276.00; 75B $219.00; 510X $192, $649.00; 2B $149.00; TR-3 $329.00; 8X-111 $99.00; HQ-110C $99.00; Meruader HX-10, $125.00; HX-200 $195.00; National NC-182 $149.00; NCX-3, $149.00; Trance 350 $295.00; Ham-M, $79.00; Slightly Used Drake SPR-4, $325.00; TR-4, $395.00; Swan 500C $425.00; 7026B $275.00; $756.00; New W2AU Quad, $80.00; New Mosley Classic 33 and Demo Ham-M Rotor, $199.00. Write for quotes on other material and used equipment. 110 W. State St., Box 506, DeWitt, Ark 72042. Phone (501) 946-2820.

QSLs. Second to none. Same day service. Samples 25c. Ray, K7HRL, Box 331, Clearfield, Utah 84015.

TORIDS 44 and 88 mhy. Unpopulated. 5 for $1.50 ppd. W. Weinschollen, Box 353, Irwin, Pa. 15642.

WORLD QSL BUREAU see ad page 86.

7289 (3CX100A5) Ceramic replacement for 2C39 $5 for $115. And 3292 MHz and 1296 MHz cassettes. Trade for 2 mtr. FM, W4SO8, Box 73, Folly Beach, Md. 29432.

CLEARING OUT HAMSHACK - Ten years of chassis collecting Military Surplus, FM, AM electronics, cards and other stuff. Send SASE for list. A. C. McIntosh, P. O. Box 572, Mundelein, Illinois 60060.

QSL STATION: W2KF can provide QSL cards and serve as your QSL Manager at no monetary cost to you. Write W2KF for details. 309 Cherry Hill Blvd., Cherry Hill, N. J. USA.

ELECTRONICS YOUR BAG? Looking for an electronic course - that you can pay for by the subject AND TAKE ONLY the subjects YOU NEED? that you can change into ANY PHASE of electronics after completion of basics WITH NO PENALTY? For information, write: EDUCATIONAL ENTERPRISES INC., P. O. Box 432, Sparks, Nev. 89431.


CIRCUIT BOARDS, Bishop Prekuts, Photo Resist, makes of new and used circuit boards. Bishop Prekuts, Photo Resist, 89 Aspen Road, Swampscott, Massachusetts, 617-598-2530 for the gear u want at the prices u want to pay.

GREENE - center of dipole insulator with... or... without balun... also the GREENE DRAGON FLY antenna... send for free flier GREENE, Box 423, Wakefield, R. I. 02880.
FOR THE MAN WHO TAKES CW SERIOUSLY.

model KB-1 • $265 net

FOR YOU, ONLY THE BEST WILL DO.
YOUR TRAFFIC, YOUR QSO’S MUST BE
PERFECT. THIS IS THE KEYER WHICH WILL
DO IT FOR YOU. PERFECT LETTERS AND SPACES.
ALL AUTOMATICALLY. 12-72 WPM. KEYS POSITIVE OR
NEGATIVE LOADS. BUILT-IN MONITOR OSC/AMP FOR
SPEAKER. WEIGHT CONTROL TO SUIT YOUR PREFERENCE.
ONE-YEAR PICKERING WARRANTY.

READ THE QST WRITEUP ON THE KB-1 IN THE AUGUST,
1970 ISSUE. THEN SEND FOR OUR ILLUSTRATED BRO-
CHURE ON THE KB-1.

TO ORDER, SEE YOUR AMATEUR EQUIPMENT DEALER,
OR ORDER DIRECT FROM FACTORY. YOU MAY USE
YOUR MASTERCHARGE OR BANKAMERICAN. SIMPLY
GIVE US YOUR ACCOUNT NUMBER.

YOUR CW SENDING DESERVES THE BEST
ORDER YOUR KB-1 NOW!

PICKERING RADIO CO.
Post Office Box 29B
Portsmouth, R.I. 02871

HAL DEVICES

FOREIGN HAMS

DO YOU NEED AMERICAN
CONSTRUCTION COMPONENTS?

Send us a list of your needs and we
will give you a quotation on any standard
American parts which you may require.

No longer need you avoid construc-
tion projects in Ham Radio or any other
U. S. amateur publication because of
hard to find parts. We’ll find them and
send them to you.

Send 4 IRC’s for catalog.

HAL DEVICES
BOX 365 HF
URBANA, ILLINOIS 61801 U.S.A.

IT’S
1971
ARE YOU ALL SET?

1 year
ham radio
$6.00

3 years – $12.00

HAM RADIO
GREENVILLE, N. H. 03048
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FOR SALE: KG 636 10 MC 'scope with triggered 800 HZ.

SELL: Ohio. $1.00 Registration. open table sales. Map on. WB9CTT. AC supply. $100. Transformers: stat Model 136. $65.


TOLEDO MOBILE RADIO Association’s 16th Annual Hamfest and Auction will be held February 21, 1971. Lucas County Recreation Center, Maumee, Ohio. $1.00 Registration, open table sales. Map and info write: TMRA WHNHF, Box 273, Toledo, Ohio 43601.


GET YOUR NEW ISSUES NOW!
Over 285,000 QTHs in the U.S. edition $6.50
Over 165,000 QTHs in the DX edition $6.50

NEW EDITION EVERY:
MARCH 1 - SEPT. 1
JUNE 1 - DEC. 1

These valuable EXTRA features included in both editions!

- QSL Managers Around the World!
- Census of Radio Amateurs throughout the world!
- Radio Amateurs’ License Class!
- World Prefix Map!
- International Radio Amateur Prefixes

See your favorite dealer or order direct (add 25c for mailing in U.S., Possessions & Canada. Elsewhere add 50c).

More Details? CHECK-OFF Page 94
TEST EQUIPMENT SPECIALS!!

BALLENTINE Model 314 AC VTVM, 100UV to 1000V FS. These are less probe which consists of a 10 Meg. Res. in parallel with 0.6 pf. Add $7.50 and we will make probe. Condition very good & calibration checked $50.

Beckman Model 5571/1 or 5572 Epub Counters.
1 MC .................................. $175

Model 7570 Pwr Supply & 7571 Conv. for above 110 MC .................................. $75

Sell separately or by the set & save. PKG. $225

Beckman Model 5571 Frequency Meter. $50

Beckman Model 5580 Pwr Supply with 5581/4 Reference Generator. $100

Hewlett Packard Mdl 460AR Wideband Amp. $50

Spencer Kennedy Model 202D Chain Amp. $40

R F TOROID

PREWOUND RF & OSC SET FOR ARL RCVR.
The Pair .................................. $3.00 PD.

Unwound Cores as above only ......... $50 ea PPD.

TOROID ASSORTMENT FOR THE SERIOUS

BEST-20 CORES - Only $3.50 PPD.

COLOR CODE

1-C Core 50KHZ-5MHZ Blue

1-E Core 500KHZ-30MHZ Red

1-TH Core 2MHZ-40MHZ White

2-Q1 Core 500KHZ-30MHZ Red & Blue

1-2Q Core 10MHZ-90MHZ Black

9-SF Core 10MHZ-90MHZ Yellow

1-Misc. Core

We Bought Thousands to

CIRCUIT BOARD ASSEMBLY

Unusual Find!!! Digital Assemble, 3 Boards mounted on frame with panel. Fixed center board. Outside boards are hinged and swung out. Use frame for breadboard assemblies. Panel 2½ x 8½. Depth 1½. All parts easy to remove. 300 1N658, 77-114. Sw. Xstors., IN754 Zeners, Unijunctions, Tan-

talums, & much more.

Board #1 - As above .................................. $4.00

Board #2 - As above + 1 Clare Mercury wetted relay module, #HGSM1001 $5.50

Board #3 - As above + 3 Clare Mercury wetted relay modules, #HGSM1001 $6.50

SHIPPING WEIGHT 5 LBS.

Dual Four-Digit DOWN COUNTERS

Front panel adjusts to any number up to 9998. Counts down to zero. 28 volts DC coils. 2-28 volts DC or AC Panel Lamps. Like New $4.50 PPD.

HAYDON TIMER MOTORS

1-RPM 115 VAC 6½" Shaft $0.75 PPD.

TRANSFORMER SPECIALS

1. Pk. 151VAC $6.50 Ps. 151VAC $5.50

2. Pk. 115VAC $3.50 Ps. 115220VAC $8.00

COPPER CLAD LAMINATES

GIYO EPOXY GLASS 1 oz. Copper 1 Side

Pkg. QTY 1/2" 3/16" 1/8"

1 13/16" $1.50 $2.50 $5.50 $9.00

2 5/8" $2.50 $5.50 $11.00 $21.00

4 4 1/4" $4.50 $9.00 $21.00 $42.00

6 2 3/4½" $6.25 $12.50 $32.50 $65.00

This item postage prepaid.

Every order unconditionally guaranteed.

TRI RIO

2614 Lake Shore Dr. LaCrosse, W, 54601
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AT LAST

a SPEECH COMPRESSOR that REALLY WORKS

- LOW DISTORTION CIRCUIT
- 5-10 DB IMPROVEMENT IN TALK POWER
- FULLY WIRE & TESTED NOT A KIT
- SEVERAL MODELS TO CHOOSE FROM
- WORKS WITH PHONE PATCH
- Quality construction includes Silicon transistors, FETs
- Glass circuit boards
- FULL WARRANTY-ONE YEAR
- Performance second to none
- INTRODUCTORY LOW PRICES — $22.50 to $34.95

(ILLinois residents add 5% sales tax)

Write for specifications and information sheets (free) Rp Electronics

Demonstration Tape BOX 1201H

cassette available CHAMPAIGN, ILL.

$22.50 to $34.95

5200 Panama Ave., Richmond, CA USA 94804

UNUSUAL FINDS . . . . . THE PROFESSIONAL KEYER

Every feature you need for easy, accurate CW

- JAMMIE FOR SQUEEZE KEYS
- VARIABLE WEIGHTING FOR D/C/en
- MESSAGE GENERATOR FOR CONTEST/en
- COLORS TO MATCH YOUR Rig

KIT OR WIRE. PRICES START AT $69.95

WRITE FOR SPECIFICATIONS

CURTIS ELECTRICAL

Box 4004, Mountain View, California – 94040

THE AMATEUR RADIO

QSO WITH W2CFP

WHO HEARD US

WHCU

IN ITHACA, NEW YORK

EVERY SATURDAY

The 5-RANGE DC AMPERE

26.95 Meter

ALCO

Order: Box 13484 SHIPPED POSTPAID

Lawrence, KS 66042 Other Functions Too!
WANTED — BACK ISSUES HAM RADIO

DERRICK ELECTRONICS will not be undersold on new Swan, Drake, Galaxy, Hy-Gain or Mosley equipment. Check around, then write us. 108 East El Paso, Broken Arrow, Oklahoma 74012.

THE WHEATON COMMUNITY RADIO AMATEURS will hold their ninth annual Mid-Winter Swap and Shop on Sunday, February 21, 1971 at the DuPage County Fair Grounds, Wheaton, Illinois. Hours: 8:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. $1.00 Advance. $1.50 donation at the door. Send SASE for advanced tickets P. O. Box QSL, Wheaton, Illinois. Refreshments and unlimited parking. Bring your own tables. Free coffee and doughnuts 9:00 to 9:30 A.M. Hams, electronic hobbyists, friends and commercial exhibitors are cordially invited. Contact John Stockberger, W9TH, P. O. Box QSL, Wheaton, Illinois 60187 for information.

DON'T BUY QSL CARDS from anyone until you see my free samples. Fast service. Economical prices. Little Print Shop, Box 9948, Austin, Texas 78757.


DRAKE TR3, AC3, set spare tubes $350. MM2 scope plus RM5 and RM455 receiver adapters $100. Heath HA-10 1 KW linear $150. Norman Webster, 19545 Ingomar, Reseda, Calif. 91335.

SELL: COLLINS SJ13/R388 excellent $400.00. Hammarlund SP600/J/R274 excellent $250.00. Galaxy 5 Mark 5 Transceiver, remote VFO, accessory console $1500. Norman Webster, 19545 Ingomar, Reseda, Calif. 91335.

SELL: UTE MODEL 10-100MHz AC3 set spare tubes $35.00. CV98 audio teletype converter $125.00; CV57 IF convertor $100.00. WAOKLC, 315 East 20th, Grand Island, Nebraska 68801.

B.A.R.T.G. SPRING RTTY CONTEST. 0200 GMT Saturday, March 13th until 0200 GMT Monday March 15th 1971. Not more than 36 hours of operation is permitted. Times spent in listening periods count as operating time. Off-periods may not be less than two hours. Times on and off the air must be summarized on the Log and Score sheets. The Contest is also open to SWL RTTYers. 3.5, 7, 14, 21 and 28 MHz. Amateur Bands. Stations may not be contacted more than once on any one Band, but additional contacts may be made with the same Station if a different Band is used. ARRL Countries List, except VO to be considered as separate Country. Messages exchanged will consist of time GMT, Message Number and RST. Two-way RTTY contacts with one's own Country will earn TWO points. Contacts outside one's own Country will earn TEN points. A bonus of 200 points per Country worked including their own. Any one Country may be counted again if worked on another Band but Continents are counted once only. Two way exchange points time total Countries worked plus Total Country points times number of Continents worked. Use one log for each Band and indicate any rest periods. Logs to contain: Band, Time GMT, Message and RST Numbers sent and received and exchange points claimed. All Logs must be received by May 22nd 1971. Send Logs to: Ted Double GBCDW, 89, Linden Gardens, Enfield, Middlesex, England.

SELL: LATE MODEL SX101A RECEIVER excellent $200.00. KGOZD, 428 W. Capitool Ave., Grand Island, Nebraska 68801.

IC'S: MRTL, MC 790 P, $1.90 each, 10 for $18.00; U/L 14, 55 each, 10 for $5.00; 100 kHz freq. std. crystal HC 13/1U, $4.00. Please add postage. Logic Components, Box 224, New Canaan, Conn. 06840.

YOUR AD belongs here too. Commercial ads 25¢ per word. Non-commercial ads 10¢ per word. Commercial advertisers write for special discounts for standing ads not changed each month.

GEM-QUAD FIBRE — GLASS
ANTENNA FOR 10, 15, and 20 METERS.
Two Elements $87.00
Extra Elements $50.00 ea.
Submit Payment with Order
Shipped Freight collect.
Price includes
Canadian Federal Sales Tax
or U.S. Customs Duty.

KIT COMPLETE WITH
• SPIDER
• ARMS
• WIRE
• BALUN KIT
• BOOM WHERE NEEDED

SEE OUR FULL PAGE IN MAY ISSUE

Buy two elements now — a third and fourth may be added later with little effort.

Enjoy optimum forward gain on DX, with a maximum back to front ratio and excellent side discrimination.

Get a maximum structural strength with low weight, using our "Tridetic" arms.

MANITOBA DESIGN INSTITUTE
AWARD WINNER

SPECIAL COUNTER SALE — northeastern Eng. 14-20C

$179.50 FOB MONROE

10 Hz - 10 MHz · 8 digit nixie readout. Similar to HP524C and takes same plug-ins. Unchecked but appear exc. With manual. These units are without internal time standard but are otherwise complete. Construction details for solid-state replacement standard are supplied. Similar units complete, checked and operating - $295 with manual FOB. All sales money back (less shipping) if not satisfied. Also have a limited number of 10-100MHz plug-ins - $115. Time interval plug-ins - $55. Send SASE for more counter data and list of other test equipment.

GRAY Electronics
P. O. Box 941 Monroe, MI 48161
Specializing in used test equipment
MONARCH
SWR AND
POWER
METER

Reads output and reflected power simultaneously. May be left in line up to 2000 watts. Low insertion loss. Size 5x2x2. Good to 175 Mhz.

PRICE $14.95 Insured Postage & Handling $1.50

MADISON ELECTRONICS SUPPLY
1508 McKinney — HOUSTON, TEXAS 77002
(713) 224-2668

NEW SECOND EDITION

Well Known as
"THE" Reference on Quads
this Second Edition contains

NEW — revised gain figures for Quads
NEW — Delta Quad, Swiss Quad, Birdcage Quad
NEW — analysis of Quads vs. Yagi — which is best?
NEW — Miniature Quad construction and performance

NEW — Monster Quads (4 and 5 elements) — power gains up to 14!
NEW — charts with correct dimensions (feet and inches) for single band and multiband Quads, 6 thru 80 meters
NEW — improved Tri-Gamma match feeds triband Quad efficiently with one line

PLUS . . . The exhaustive storehouse of information that made the 1st edition so popular.

Still only $3.95 postpaid

Send your order today to
book division
com-tec

Box 592 • Amherst, New Hampshire 03031
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AMATEUR RADIO CIRCUITS BOOK - Completely revised - new edition. A very handy collection of many useful circuits for amateur use. Used with good ideas for new converter, exciter or other projects you are working on. Only $2.00


RADf COMMUNICATIONS HANDBOOK - An outstanding technical reference book. Full claim on both sides of the Atlantic and belongs in your library - now. $11.95

WORLD AT THEIR FINGERTIPS - John Claridge, G6CL - A very interesting history of the RSGB and of amateur radio in Great Britain. It gives a great insight into the development of our hobby. Paper back edition $2.50

RADIO HANDBOOK - 18th Edition - How to design, build and operate the latest types of amateur transmitters, receivers, transceivers and amplifiers. Provides extensive, simplified theory on practically every phase of radio. 848 pages. Only $13.50

ALL ABOUT CUBICAL QUAD ANTENNAS by W6SAI - Construction and tuning data. Multi-band Quads. Charts, drawings and photos for your Quad. data on homebrew. $3.95

VHF HANDBOOK by Orr W6SAI & Johnson W6QKO - First complete Handbook covering the VHF spectrum! Many VHF construction projects. Design and construction of VHF transmitters, receivers and antennas! Make your VHF station work! $3.95

THE CARE AND FEEDING OF POWER GRID TUBES by Robert Sutherland, W6UOV - Just as the title says, a very complete rundown on the use of power tubes. Be sure to read this before you start work on your new linear. Only $3.95

BEAM ANTENNA HANDBOOK by William Orr, W6SAI - New edition. Theory, design, construction, and the installation of homebrew antennas! SWR data! Multi-band beams, 40 meter beams, 20 meter DX beams! How to make your beam work! 200 pages. $4.95

NOVICE & TECHNICIAN HANDBOOK by W6SAI and W6TNS - All about amateur radio in non-technical language! How to assemble your ham station. Transmitters! Receivers! DX! How to get QSL cards. $3.95

ELECTRONIC CONSTRUCTION HANDBOOK by Robert Lewis, W8MQU - All about design - construction - layout and testing of electronic equipment. Non-technical guide for kit-builder and your best key to better performance of your equipment! $3.95

MOTOROLA TRANSISTORS FACTORY MARKED - JAN 2N2218A 3 watt 40 volt 250 mc. 3/$1.00

10.7 MC IF XFRMS 5/$1.00

TRANSISTOR IGNITION COIL 13.50

THE CARE AND FEEDING OF POWER GRID TUBES 3.95

5 INDIA PENNIES $1.00

100 FOREIGN COINS $3.95

BELLS COIN SHOP

Box 276

Tolleson, Arizona 85353

JOHN MESHNA JR.

BELL SYSTEM HANDBOOK - HAND CRANK GENERATOR

Small battery-driven crank generator. Turning the crank puts out over 100 volts. Shock your friends, no dip-wire

send or QSL cards. Only $3.95

16 BIT MEMORY DIP PACKAGE 1.75

TANDEM DIGITAL CIRCUITS - Just as it appears on the

10.7 MC IF XFRMS 5/$1.00

TUNNEL DIODE GE TFD-717 75C - Open a new world of experimental work!

RCA OP-AMP / CMA3008 $1.50

SIGNETICS CORP. DTL DIP PACKAGE

On boards - You remove em -40 sq. 4.00/doy.

ST616A Dual 4 input expandable gate

ST620A Dual JK flip flop

ST629A RS/T Binary element

ST631A Quad 2 input gate expander

ST659A Dual 4 input buffer/driver

ST670A Triple 3 input and gate

ST680A Quad 2 input mand gate

CMA3008 RCA DIP AMP $1.50

MOTOROLA DUAL INLINE IC'S

Factory marked. new.

MC724P Quad 2 input NOR gate $1.00

MC724A Dual 4 input expandable gate $1.50

MC790P Dual JK flip flop $1.50

MC792Q Triple 3 input gate $1.50

MC799P Dual buffer $1.00

MC826P JK flip flop $1.00

MOTOROLA TRANSISTORS - FACTORY MARKED - JAN 2N2218A 3 watt 40 volt 250 mc 3/$1.00

2N2218A 3 watt 40 volt 250 mc 2/$1.00

7400 SERIES IC INCBIC GRAB BAG

Pack of assorted dual inline (10 units) unmarked, untested. Schematics included. Pkg. of 10 IC's $1

IC SOCKET FOR DUAL INLINE 50c

Add 25c postage on above orders. New catalog now out.

MESHNA, PO Box 62, E. Lynn, MA 01904

REVIEWED IN MARCH, 1968 HAM RADIO

MARK 2

oscillator/monitor

• makes an audible tone to monitor

the RF of any CW transmitter from

10 Mc to 1 K Mc to 1000 Mc,

using only an 8 Mc BFO

• can be self-triggered for code

practice or the testing of solid state components and circuits

• aids in tuning up or testing RF

oscillator and power circuits.

• transistors, circuitry, speaker, tone adjust, AA pen-cil,

tips, & magnetic base.

• cabinet is 10 lbs. hea
d and can be mounted on anodized aluminum, 4 x 2.3 x 1.2

US made & guaranteed for 1 year.

James Research company, dep't THO-M

20 willits road, glen cove n.y. 11542
HAVE YOU TRIED A TRIANGLE ANTENNA?

“73 VERTICAL, BEAM and TRIANGLE ANTENNAS”
A BOOK by ED. NOLL W3FQJ

1/4 Verticals
Ground Systems
for Verticals
10-15-20 Vertical
Base-Loaded Vertical
Base Tuner
1/2 & 3/8 Verticals
Phased Verticals
Low Band Verticals
Four-Square Vertical

Low Band Triangle
Triangle & Parasitic
160M Two-Element Triangle
40-80 Three-Element Triangle
Single Mast Triangle
& Parasitic
80M Triangle &
Ground Radials
Triangle Turnstile
15-40-80 Triangle

High Band Triangles
Two-Element Antennas
Yagi’s
Quads
Horizontal Phased Arrays
End-Fire Beam
Broadside Array
Collinear, End-Fire
90° End-Fire
AND MORE!

PRICE $4.95 ($5.95 Foreign) 160 pages 5 1/2 x 8 1/2
Plus Free Mimeographed Descriptions of Several New Triangles

TRIANGLE ANTENNAS
BOX 276 • WARRINGTON, PA. 18976

VHF COMMUNICATIONS is written for and by amateurs interested in VHF/UHF technology and equipment construction. Each issue contains at least sixty pages of complete and detailed construction articles on VHF and UHF receivers, converters, transceivers, transmitters, transverters, antennas and test equipment. Solid state devices and printed circuit techniques are used extensively. Special components, such as p.c. boards and complex metal work as well as component kits are made available so that the designs featured can be readily duplicated even by those with limited fabrication and testing facilities.

VHF COMMUNICATIONS also brings theoretical articles and reports on new technological developments of interest to the VHF/UHF amateur.

VHF COMMUNICATIONS is a quarterly, published in February, May, August and November. It is mailed to the subscriber directly from the publisher in West Germany. Subscriptions are by calendar year. The subscription rates are US $3.50 surface mail, US $4.50 air mail. Single issues US $1.10.

Write to:
VHF COMMUNICATIONS
BOX 283
FORESTDALE, MASSACHUSETTS 02644
NEW G & G CATALOG!
MILITARY ELECTRONICS

24 PAGES, crammed with Gov't Surplus Electronic Gear - the Biggest Bargains in America! It will pay you to... for your copy - Refunded with your first order.

BC-645 TRANSCEIVER 15 tubes, 435 to 500 Mc. Easily adapted for 2 way voice or code on Ham, MIL-TECH Television Experiments, and Citizens Bands. With tubes, less power supply.
In factory carton, BRAND NEW...$16.95

TRANSMITTER has 4 tubes; WE-016A, 2-666, 777. RECEIVER has 11 tubes; 2-955, 4-717, 2-766, 3-717. RECEIVER D: 40 Megacycles. SIZE: 10-1/2" x 15-1/2" x 4-1/2". Shpg wt 25 lbs.
SPECIAL PACKAGE OFFERS: BC-645 Transceiver, Dynacoustic and all accessories, including mounting, UHF Antenna Assembly, control box, complete set of connectors and plugs. Brand New...$26.95

AN/APR - 4Y FM & AM RECEIVER "FFR" for Satellite Tracking. High precision lab instrument, for monitoring and measuring frequency and relative signal strength. 36 to 30 Mc. in 6 tuning ranges. For 110 to 60 cycle AC. Built-in power supply. Original circuit diagram included. Checked out, Perfect. LIKE NEW...$88.50
All tuning units available for above.

TG-34A CODE KEYER, self-contained, automatic, reproduces code practice signals from paper tape. 5 to 12 WPM Built-in speaker. Brand new with tech manual, take-up reel and AC line cord. $24.50

WILLARD 2-VOLT STORAGE BATTERY Rated at 20 Amp.-Hrs., Model 20-2. Rechargeable. Compact non-spillable. Light construction. With recharging container, 3x4x5 1/2". Shipped dry, uses standard electrical. Shipping Weight 3 lbs. NEW, each...$2.79

HEADSET
Low impedance. With large earpieces, 4-ft. cord and plug. Reg. $12.50, OUR SPECIAL PRICE...$2.95
High impedance adaptor for above...60c

SCR-274N, ARC-5 COMMAND SET HQ!

FREQ. HUNDRED RECVRS. TYPE COMPLETE WITH Tubes EXEED LIKE BRAND INCLUDE NEW
140 to 210 Mc. ...$13.95 $12.95 $10.95 $8.95
140 to 280 Mc. ...$15.95 $14.95 $13.95 $11.95
120 to 300 Mc. ...

AM-300/AIC PUSHPUFF AMPLIFIER 4-tube PP power amplifier with dynamotor, works on 28 VDC. Automatic gain control. Shpg wt 15 lbs. LIKE NEW...$4.95

FREQUENCY METER MODEL LM
Fine general purpose Navy unit, range 125 to 20,000 Kc. Operates on 12/24 VDC & 200 V 10 Mc DC. Complete with tubes, crystal, callb., book. Checked out, EXCELLENT USED...$59.50
As above, less book $24.50 AC Power Supply.$19.50

McELROY AUTOMATIC KEYER for keying transmitter or for code practice. Photoelectric cell & sensitive relay. Variable speed motor. 110V 60 cy. Complete with tubes, EXC. USED...$11.25

BC-733 RECEIVER Receives radio signals being transmitted by US satellite on an open 108 M. AM, crystal-controlled on 6 preset freg. In 108, 13 to 110.3 Mc range. Operates on 12/24 V DC & 220 VDC 80 Ma. Complete with 10 tubes. Can be converted to FM Receiver. New to 80 to 108 Mc, Exc. Used...$5.95
BC-732A Control Box for above, NEW...1.75

T-41 / APS-18 TRANSMITTER ANTENNA UNIT designed for 115 V 800 to 1400 cps. Tubes included are two 15E and one 15R. Complete with shock mounts and blower motor, 7x8x18", NEW...$7.45

RADIO SET AN/ APR-21 TRANSMITTER & RECEIVER, Freq, modulated 152 to 174 Mc. Operated on any preset frequency within VHF range 152-174 Mc FM. Reliable voice communication over moderate distances. Includes antenna, handset H-33 and two carrying straps. Size 12x6-1/4x5-3/4, Wt 15 lbs. LIKE NEW, complete...$69.50

AM-26/AIC PHASE INVERTER AMP. 4-tube pushpush power amplifier. Carbon mike input, selection, output, Works on 24VDC. Easily converted to handy watt amplifier. Complete with tubes and dynamotor LIKE NEW...$6.95

DUAL AMPLIFIER has two input circuits each feeding a single 6SN7GT twin triode amplifier. Complete with 115V 60 cy, power supply, using 6X5GT rectifier. NEW...$5.95

IP-99/A ALA-2 INDICATOR 3" scope. Front panel controls: Vertical, Pos., horizontal, Pos., intensity, focus, gain, width, center freq., Pan. Operates on 115 V 800 to 1000 cps. Complete with tubes. LIKE NEW...$24.50

BC-929 US GOVT SCOPY INDICATOR Compact radio display unit uses 3891. A favorite with TVY fans as foundation for converter with cross-line scope presentation. Also for Hams: Modulation-monitor foundation. Complete with all tubes. LIKE NEW...$16.95

TG-58 TELEGRAPH SET for code communications or code practice. Portable, with hinged lid. Two or more units can be operated up to 25 miles apart. Bell call system, 1000 cycle bowler, key, headpiece, canvas case, book. Size 5-1/2x3-1/2x10", NEW...$8.95

TS-1000 TEST OSCILLOSCOPE Small portable instrument used to test and calibrate range measuring circuits of radar systems. Used for viewing short video pulses on 3" screen. Power supplies 115 or 220 VAC-DC 1000V. Complete with plugs, cables...$59.50

TS-122/16 RANGE CALIBRATOR TEST SCOPE Top quality 3" scope with all positioning, focus, gain and intensity controls. Complete with tubes and cables. NEW...$24.50 Demilitarized, like new...$13.75

TELEPHONE TYPE RELAY Made by J.H. Bunnell, has adjustable sensitivity. 150 ohm coil, NEW...$3.45

T-28 / APT TRANSMITTER Radar jamming covering freq. 140 to 210 Mc. Osc. Amp. Plate, Grid Plate & Mixter Plate controls on front panel. Complete with tubes, 7-1/2x10x20" Wt 40 Ibs. NEW...$32.50

G & G RADIO ELECTRONICS COMPANY
43-47 Warren St. (2nd Fl) New York, N.Y. 10007 Ph. 212-267-4605
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Hi-Sensitivity Wide-Band AM/FM Rcvr

38-1000 MHz: AN/ALR-5 consists of brand-new Tuner/Converter CV-253/ALR in original factory pack and an exc. used, checked OK & grnd. main rcvr R-444 modified for 120 v, 50/60 Hz. Packed with each tuner is the factory checkout sheet. The one we opened showed SENSITIVITY: 1.1 uv at 38.3 MHz, 0.9 at 133 mHz, 5 at 353 mHz, 4½ at 778 mHz, 7 at 1 ghz.

With book & pwr-input plug, all for

R-390/URR Rcvr: Collins xtl-zero-beating, driftless receiver, grnd 100% perfect.

R-390A/URR with Squelch ckt. very hot.

Regul. Pwr Sply for Command, LM, etc.

PP-106/U: Metered, Knob-adjustable 90-270 v up to 80 ma dc; also select an AC of 6.3 v 5A, or 12.6 v 2½ A or 28 v 2½ A. With mating output plug & all tech. data. Ships wt. 50 lbs.

BARGAINS WHICH THE ABOVE WILL POWER:

LM-1® Freq. Meter: 125-20 MHz; 0.1%, CW or AM, with serial-matched calib. book, tech. data, mating plug. Shipping wt. 16 lbs. 57.50.

Same less calib. book.

12.50.

TS-325 Freq. Meter: 20-480 MHz; 0.01%

169.50.

A.R.C. R22: 540-1600 kHz rcvr, same size & shape as the popular and well known Command receivers like the BC453, R23/ARC5, etc. No calib. dial but we furnish spline knob with graph of turns vs freq., and all tech. data, connections, etc.

17.95.

A.R.C. R32: Same as above except 100-312 MHz with Squelch ckt. very hot. W/data & graph

12.95.

Our warehouses are bursting with good OSCILLOSCOPES, Digital Counters, Aeronautical Test Sets, Audio Test Sets, Oscillators, VTVM's, Precision Meters, Pulse Generators, Signal Generators. Differential Voltmeters, Regulated Power Supplies, Ham Receivers, Wattimeters, Line-Voltage Regulators, etc. etc. We can't possibly begin to list every thing in these ads. We have separate Catalogs for each Category of Equipment. . . so please ask for your needs by the type of equipment you need! Thanks!

WE ALSO BUY! WHAT DO YOU HAVE?

R. E. GOODHEART CO. INC.

Box 1220-HR, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90213

Phone: Area Code 213, Office 272-5707

ANTENNAS - GREAT — (Omnidirectional fiberglass whips) — Model DYCOCOM 71-MB: 12' base station, especially for repeaters around 146-147. Gain peaks out at 8 db over dipole. Built to withstand 150 MPH with Price: Only $79.95. 71-MB: 9'; 6 db, for mobile or base use. Price: Only $69.95.

Call or write Jim W4MR1

DYNAMIC COMMUNICATIONS, INC.

(305) 844-1323

948-A Avenue E, Riviera Beach, Fla. 33404

WE PAY HIGHEST

PRICES FOR ELECTRON

TUBES AND SEMICONDUCTORS

H & L ASSOCIATES

ELIZABETHPORT INDUSTRIAL PARK

ELIZABETH, NEW JERSEY 07206

(201) 351-4200

RF MULTIMETER — 1 mv. to 1 v, DC and RF to 1 Ghz., VSWR 1.35 & 3.00 full scale, 0 to 60 db.

many other features: Model RFM-1

VSWR BRIDGE SET - Precision frequency or CW VSWR measurement to 7 Ghz., includes bridge, termination, and mismatches: Model RCS-1.

BROADBAND RF AMP - 30 db, gain maximum 10 to 150 MHz, 10 db, gain minimum to 500 MHz, noise figure is 6 db, maximum: Model BBA 1.

PREMIUM RF AMP - Same as above but with low noise transistors and selected components, noise figure is 3 db, maximum: Model BBA 1P.

BROADBAND DETECTORS - Coaxial RF detectors in BNC male and female, high efficiency. 1 MHz to 1 Ghz: 1 db Model CRD 1.

PEAK & NOTCH FILTER - Tunable by front panel control from 70 to 2000 Hz. Packed with each tuner is the modified Ruby crystal oscillator, 778 kHz. Packed with each tuner is the

3514200

AN/ALR-5

consists of brand-new Tuner/Converter CV-253/ALR in original factory pack and an exc. used, checked OK & grnd. main rcvr R-444 modified for 120 v, 50/60 Hz. Packaged with each tuner is the factory checkout sheet. The one we opened showed SENSITIVITY: 1.1 uv at 38.3 MHz, 0.9 at 133 mHz, 5 at 353 mHz, 4½ at 778 mHz, 7 at 1 ghz.

With book & pwr-input plug, all for

R-390/URR Rcvr: Collins xtl-zero-beating, driftless receiver, grnd 100% perfect.

R-390A/URR with Squelch ckt. very hot.

Regul. Pwr Sply for Command, LM, etc.

PP-106/U: Metered, Knob-adjustable 90-270 v up to 80 ma dc; also select an AC of 6.3 v 5A, or 12.6 v 2½ A or 28 v 2½ A. With mating output plug & all tech. data. Ships wt. 50 lbs.

BARGAINS WHICH THE ABOVE WILL POWER:

LM-1® Freq. Meter: 125-20 MHz; 0.1%, CW or AM, with serial-matched calib. book, tech. data, mating plug. Shipping wt. 16 lbs. 57.50.

Same less calib. book.

12.50.

TS-325 Freq. Meter: 20-480 MHz; 0.01%

169.50.

A.R.C. R22: 540-1600 kHz rcvr, same size & shape as the popular and well known Command receivers like the BC453, R23/ARC5, etc. No calib. dial but we furnish spline knob with graph of turns vs freq., and all tech. data, connections, etc.

17.95.

A.R.C. R32: Same as above except 100-312 MHz with Squelch ckt. very hot. W/data & graph

12.95.

Our warehouses are bursting with good OSCILLOSCOPES, Digital Counters, Aeronautical Test Sets, Audio Test Sets, Oscillators, VTVM's, Precision Meters, Pulse Generators, Signal Generators. Differential Voltmeters, Regulated Power Supplies, Ham Receivers, Wattimeters, Line-Voltage Regulators, etc. etc. We can't possibly begin to list every thing in these ads. We have separate Catalogs for each Category of Equipment. . . so please ask for your needs by the type of equipment you need! Thanks!

WE ALSO BUY! WHAT DO YOU HAVE?

R. E. GOODHEART CO. INC.

Box 1220-HR, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90213

Phone: Area Code 213, Office 272-5707

ANTENNAS - GREAT — (Omnidirectional fiberglass whips) — Model DYCOCOM 71-MB: 12' base station, especially for repeaters around 146-147. Gain peaks out at 8 db over dipole. Built to withstand 150 MPH with Price: Only $79.95. 71-MB: 9'; 6 db, for mobile or base use. Price: Only $69.95.

Call or write Jim W4MR1

DYNAMIC COMMUNICATIONS, INC.

(305) 844-1323

948-A Avenue E, Riviera Beach, Fla. 33404

WE PAY HIGHEST

PRICES FOR ELECTRON

TUBES AND SEMICONDUCTORS

H & L ASSOCIATES

ELIZABETHPORT INDUSTRIAL PARK

ELIZABETH, NEW JERSEY 07206

(201) 351-4200
We announce to our ham customers the availability of the Regnair Universal DC supply complementing our line of Regnair products sold exclusively through this firm. This DC supply is a robust reliably built American-made product (actually made for us by Linear Systems Company of California), flexibly designed to provide years of highly efficient performance for nearly every transceiver available.

If you purchased your transceiver with an AC power supply and subsequently felt the need to operate in a car or a boat, you probably were somewhat aghast at the prices of comparably rated power supplies. Here is a heavier than average unit made to supply the needs of the Collins KWM1 or 2, the Drake TR3, 4 and 6, the Eico 753, the Galaxy 3, 4 or 550, the Hallicrafters 150, 160 or 500, the entire Heathkit SB100 or HW100 series, the National NCX3, 5, 200 or 500, and any or all of the Swan's including the 240, 250, 250C, 350, 350C, 400, 500 and the 500C. A special heat sink chassis with special extrusions and high quality fittings and measuring 9" long by 6" wide by 3%" thick houses this modern designed device. The power transformer is designed with three taps so as to provide 650, 750, 850 volts out of the transformer, while the second winding provides 250, 285 or 325 volts. Of extreme advantage to some owners is the built-in bias control. Two rectifier bridges, both conservatively rated and with appropriate filters, provide exceptionally clean outputs.

The DC input circuit is worth commenting about. Four specially selected to operate at their highest gain Solitron high voltage transistors are employed in a two-stage closed loop oscillator in such a way that high magnetizing currents are not introduced in the power transformer. Amplified feedback insures splendid regulation and easy starting. Power resistors conventionally found in switching circuits are eliminated in this design adding to the efficiency. A 12 volt DC relay and a 40 amp circuit breaker complete the picture. Here is a unit which you can very definitely be proud of. A unit you will want to keep long after you have traded your transceiver. Very exceptionally built and constructed of the best quality components, this supply has nothing of skimpy design contained in it. The quality of workmanship is superb, and the over-all accessibility permits easy subsequent service should this be necessary in that rare eventuality. When your check accompanies your order, we will prepay to US and Canadian points. Supplied with heavy primary wiring and output cable. Mention of your specific transceiver will mean that we will furnish a mating plug to match. Warranted 180 days.

Open Tuesday and Thursday till ten.

HERBERT W. GORDON COMPANY
HELPING HAMS TO HELP THEMSELVES
Woodchuck Hill Road
Harvard, Mass. 01451
PHONE 617 456 3548
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The reason the Yaesu FT-101 is the world’s best portable rig is really an inside story.

Mill-spec gear? That’s the way it looks. And that’s the way it works. It’s the solid-state FT-101 portable Yaesu.

Except for the final tubes, the FT-101 uses 10 FET’s, 3 IC’s, 31 silicon transistors and 38 silicon diodes. And most of them are found on plug-in computer-type modules. Modules that you mail to us for factory-new replacements, should they ever give you trouble. And the whole rig is guaranteed for one year.

But ruggedness is only a footnote to the FT-101 story. Supplies. You supply the 12 or 117 volts plus an antenna and you’re ready to work the world — on the 80 meter band right through 10 meters. And you’ll work it with 260 W PEP, 180 W CW or 80 W AM maximum input power. Receiving sensitivity is 0.3 microvolts for a 10 db signal-to-noise ratio.

For in-car operation, there’s a built-in noise blanker. It picks out noise spikes and leaves clean signal copy behind.

Another important part of the FT-101 story is the price: only $499.95.

101 story. The real story is found in features. Features like a built-in VOX, 25 KHz and 100 KHz calibrators, the WWV 10 MHz band, a high Q permeability tuned RF stage and a ±5 KHz clarifier. That means home-base type operation, whether you’re cruising near Pawtucket or working portable somewhere on the outskirts of Pago-Pago.

It’s all in a thirty-pound package that even includes built-in 12 VDC and 117 VAC power supplies. You supply the 12 or 117 volts plus an antenna and you’re ready to work the world — on the 80 meter band right through 10 meters. And you’ll work it with 260 W PEP, 180 W CW or 80 W AM maximum input power. Receiving sensitivity is 0.3 microvolts for a 10 db signal-to-noise ratio.

For in-car operation, there’s a built-in noise blanker. It picks out noise spikes and leaves clean signal copy behind.

Another important part of the FT-101 story is the price: only $499.95.

SPECTRONICS WEST
Dept. H, 1491 E. 28th, Signal Hill, Ca. 90806 / (213) 426-2593

SPECTRONICS EAST
Dept. H, Box 1457, Stow, Ohio 44224 / (216) 923-4567

☐ Please send new color catalog of all Yaesu products.

☐ Enclosed find $________________

Please send model(s)________________

Name________________________________________

Address_______________________________________

City__________State________Zip__________________

All prices F.O.B. Signal Hill, Ca.
Now you don’t have to pay twice the price to get twice the rig.

Picture this pair in your shack. The Yaesu FLdx 400 transmitter and the FRdx 400 receiver. Loaded with power. Loaded with sensitivity. Loaded with features. Loaded with value. Read on, and discover how you can have the most up-to-date receiver-transmitter rig in the world ... and at an unbelievably low price.

The FRdx 400 Receiver
Get a big ear on the world with complete amateur band coverage from 160 meters through 2 meters, including WWV and CB reception. Four mechanical filters do it—they provide CW, SSB, AM and FM selectivity. Separate AM-SSB-FM detectors are included, along with squelch and transmit monitor controls. Plus a noise limiter and a variable delay AGC. And a built-in notch filter with front panel adjust for notch depth.

The FRdx includes calibration markers at 100 KHz and 25 KHz, with accurate calibrator checks verified by WWV. A solid-state FET VFO for unshakable stability. And a direct-reading 1 KHz dial affords frequency read-out to less than 200 Hertz.

The FRdx 400 sells for $359.95.

The FLdx 400 Transmitter
Here’s how to set yourself up with dual receive, transceive or split VFO operation. The FLdx 400 with its companion receiver brings you the ultimate in operational flexibility. Flexibility like frequency spotting, VOX, break-in CW, SSB, AM and even an optional FSK circuit.

The completely self-contained FLdx 400 features a built-in power supply, fully adjustable VOX, a mechanical SSB filter, metered ALC, IC and PO. A completely solid-state FET VFO provides rock-solid frequency stability.

We rate the FLdx 400 very conservatively. That rating guarantees you 240 W PEP input SSB, 120 W CW and 75 W AM. The FSK option will go all day at a continuous 75 W. And you get full frequency coverage on all amateur bands—80 meters through 10 meters—with an optional provision for certain other bands that you can personally specify. For all that, you pay just $299.95.

FL2000 B Linear Amplifier.
Ideal companion to the Series 400, this hand-crafted linear is another example of Yaesu’s unbeatable combination of high quality and low cost. Designed to operate at 1500 watts PEP SSB and 1000 watts CW, this unit provides superb regulation—achieved by a filter system with 28 UF effective capacity.

Other features include dual cooling fans (one for each tube), individual tuned input coils on each band for maximum efficiency and low distortion, and a final amplifier of the grounded grid type using two rugged carbon-plate 572 B tubes. Ready to operate at only $299.95.

SPECTRONICS WEST
Dept. H, 1491 E. 28th, Signal Hill, Ca. 90806 / (213) 426-2593

SPECTRONICS EAST
Dept. H, Box 1457, Stow, Ohio 44224 / (216) 923-4567

☐ Please send new color catalog of all Yaesu products.

☐ Enclosed find $______________

Please send model(s) _____________________________

Name _____________________________

Address _____________________________

City ___________ State ___________ Zip ___________

All prices F.O.B. Signal Hill, Ca.

More Details? CHECK-OFF Page 94
For $450, you just can't beat the Yaesu FTdx 560.

You can't even beat it for $800.

How come the Yaesu is such a good deal?

First of all, it's made in Japan, where people do painstaking electronic assembly work for a lot less money than they do in the U.S. Secondly, it's probably the highest quality transceiver made anywhere in the world, regardless of cost.

Also we import the Yaesu and sell it direct to you, eliminating the usual dealer profit.

The Yaesu FTdx 560 is a fully assembled, fully guaranteed transceiver with 560 watts PEP of SSB power, 500 CW. Included in the selling price are many of the things you usually have to pay extra for. Like power supply, WWV, calibrators, VOX and the one-year warranty. And a lot more.

To see how much more you get with Yaesu, send for our new information packet. It includes things like a chart and photos that compare Yaesu and Yaesu workmanship with other transceivers, plus a complete schematic. Study this packet and you'll see right away how much more value there is in a Yaesu.

SPECTRONICS WEST
Dept. H, 1491 E. 28th, Signal Hill, Ca. 90806 / (213) 426-2593

SPECTRONICS EAST
Dept. H, Box 1457, Stow, Ohio 44224 / (216) 923-4567

To please send new color catalog of all Yaesu products.

Enclosed find $________________

Please send model(s) _______________________

Name ________________________________

Address ______________________________

City __________________ State _______ Zip _______

All prices F.O.B. Signal Hill, Ca.
SWAN Cygnet 270B
SSB TRANSCEIVER

The 5 band deluxe 270-B, with a power rating of 260 Watts P.E.P., is a complete self contained radio station with built-in AC power supply and speaker in one compact, portable package. You can take it with you on vacation or business trips, operate from your motel room, your boat, car, or hide-away cabin. All you do is connect to an AC power source and antenna, plug in your mike and you’re on the air, with enough power to work the world.

The Swan Cygnet 270B is a world traveler. And the price is a world beater! $499

SWAN ELECTRONICS
305 Airport Road
Oceanside, California 92054
A Subsidiary of Cubic Corporation

SWAN 1200W
1200 WATT LINEAR AMPLIFIER WITH SELF CONTAINED AC POWER SUPPLY

We built this little gem to go with our Cygnet 270B. But when word got around that Swan had a 1200 Watt amp with a built-in AC power supply, for just two hundred and ninety-five bucks, all hell broke loose. Production has finally caught up with sales again, so see your dealer soon.

SWAN ELECTRONICS
305 Airport Road
Oceanside, California 92054
A Subsidiary of Cubic Corporation